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Language is social because the motivation to communicate is contingent on the presence of
social conspecifics. This thesis studies vocal learning in two social species, humans (Homo
sapiens sapiens) and an oscine songbird, the zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata). Using both
behavioral and neuroanatomical data, Chapter 2 of this thesis argues that both the evolution and
the development of vocal learning were triggered by the evolution of gated links between subcortical social motivation and cortical learning devices. Chapters 3 and 4 study human vocal
learning in the socially motivated contexts in which human infants typically learn language.
Chapter 3 studies early phonological learning within a social reinforcement paradigm wherein
specific features of the interaction between mothers and infants guide the learning and
production of new distributional information. Chapter 4 looks at the effects of changing maternal
motivations on maternal behavior, and their subsequent facilitatory effects on infant vocal
learning. Chapter 5 suggests that motivation derived from early interactions with social
conspecifics drives vocal development in young zebra finches. Overall, this thesis provides
evidence that vocal learning is shaped by social interaction and argues for a consideration social
motivation as a control parameter in vocal learning.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Language is strikingly social. While it is possible to have social behavior that is not
linguistic, the converse is not true. Language is learned, perceived and produced within the fabric
of social interaction. My work argues that language remains embedded in sociality because the
motivation1 to communicate exists only within a social context. This thesis takes a comparative
and developmental approach to argue that sub-cortical motivational systems form an integral part
of the "language circuit" and that the presence or absence of such motivational reward systems,
and their structural and functional linkages with conventional language and social networks, are
the critical determinants of the evolution and development of language in a given species.
My primary research goal is to study the role of social motivation in language learning. I
am interested in studying language within the rich social context of the human ecological niche
to better understand the underlying functional architecture that supports both its learning and
usage. To that end, this dissertation is focused on the role of socially derived motivation through
infant-caregiver interactions in the development of vocal communication in humans, and a
birdsong model of human language, zebra finches.

Social motivation in the evolution and development of language
Learned vocal behavior is a feature that is found in few and far between but always
social/gregarious species. The central thesis of my work is that vocal learning is grounded in
motivated social behavior, and such functions have implications for the evolution and
!"Etymologically,

the Latin word movere, “to move”, meaning "that which inwardly moves a
person to behave a certain way""
1

development of underlying neural mechanisms. In Chapter 2, we explore advances in the
understanding of the social behavior network (Newman, 1999) and its evolutionary variations
(Goodson, 2005) highlighting some key findings in vocal learning across species. In organisms
that learn a complex language, social context seems to be necessary for this process (Fromkin et
al., 1974; Lane, 1976; Marler, 1970; Thorpe, 1958; Kuhl, 2007). In organisms that don’t
specifically need to learn their species-typical vocalization (Owren et al., 1992; Seyfarth &
Cheney, 1986; Winter et al., 1973), social context still modifies and modulates the nature and the
content of such vocalizations (Roush & Snowdon, 1994, 1999; Seyfarth & Cheney, 1997). A
central argument here is that organisms are motivated to communicate in a social setting that
contains conspecifics.
In the cross species analysis of complex vocal learning, birdsong has often been used as a
model for human language. While both song learning strategies and the final song repertoire vary
greatly between different songbird species, they nonetheless provide an excellent system to study
the evolution of communication systems (Beecher and Brenowitz, 2005). Perhaps the most
striking parallel between human language and birdsong is the importance of vocal learning
(production and perception) in the development and maintenance of species typical vocal
behavior (Doupe & Kuhl, 1999; Goldstein et al., 2003). The parallels in comparative
neuroanatomy, critical periods, mechanisms of learning, lateralization and so on are also striking
(Seidenberg & Zevin, 2006).
Recent work in comparative developmental neuroanatomy has pointed at homologies in
the embryological origins of human amygdala/basal forebrain limbic regions and avian song
centers (Medina, 2007; Striedter, 1997; Puelles et al., 2000; Puelles 2001; Martinez-Garcia,
Martinez-Marcos, & Lanuza, 2002; Martinez-Garcia, Novejarque, & Lanuza, 2007). These data
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suggest that instead of being assigned a neocortical fate, bird song nuclei are more soundly
positioned in regions that typify socio-motivational learning and regulation in mammals.
While language has been reliably shown to be dependent on the cortex in adult humans,
this is the crystallized product of a lifelong learning process; it is only in the development of
vocal communication that one can study the essential changes in the evolution of the brain that
produced language. We propose that the motivation to learn to communicate forms an integral
part of the development of language in humans. We present behavioral data from humans that
underscore the role of social motivation in language learning and make specific proposals about
changes in neuroanatomical circuitry that might have been used, over evolutionary time, to link
communication with motivation and reward in human infants. Further, we hypothesize the
development of a neuroanatomical link that constitutes a socio-motivational “gate” necessary
and sufficient for the evolution of socially motivated vocal learning.

Social motivation in human language learning
My work with humans attempts to situate the development of specific features of early
vocal learning in the socially motivated settings in which these are species-typically learnt. The
role of motivation or affect during communicative interactions between human mothers and
infants has long been appreciated but puzzlingly remains rather under-studied. Factors such as
the prosody of caregivers’ early speech to infants, along with facial movements, form nonlinguistic affective behaviours that “attract and sustain the infants’ attention to what will become
a linguistically important stream of cues” (Locke, 1993). Mothers provide infants with highly
structured information that is made more salient through its intrinsic links with social motivation.
For example, mothers commonly and reliably use predictable prosodic contours to modulate
3

infant attention (Fernald, 1992; Kuhl et al., 2005). They engage in contingent turn-taking vocal
interactions with their infants that facilitate vocal development (Goldstein et al., 2003). Finally,
caregivers are known to use variation sets – sentences with partially overlapping syntactical
structure – to aid word learning (Onnis et al., 2008). All of these structural aids to language
learning are presented to the infant in a characteristically social environment that is replete with
positive feedback!
Chapter 3
Recent work has highlighted the role of contingent responsiveness from conspecifics in
shaping adult-like vocal forms from the immature vocalizations of infant learners in both
songbirds (West and King, 1988) and human babies (Goldstein et al., 2003). Female brownheaded cowbirds facilitate the transition to mature song (Molothrus ater) by selectively
responding to more advanced plastic song vocalizations (West and King, 1988). Similarly,
human caregivers drive the development of adult-like speech through both silent and vocal
reinforcement that is contingent on infant vocalizations (Goldstein et al., 2003; Goldstein &
Schwade, 2008). The latter of these studies found that specific forms of contingent vocal
feedback from caregivers cause infants to produce specific and corresponding advances in their
own vocalizations. Infants do not imitate the phonemic surface features of the sound itself but
extract the underlying phonological pattern and generalize this learning to their own novel vocal
productions (Goldstein & Schwade, 2008a)
In Chapter 3 (Goldstein, Syal, and Schwade)2 we tested infant ability to learn novel
phonological forms from socially motivating contingent input that different in its variability. The
rationale for assessing the ability to learn from variable input derives from studies of statistical

!"#$%&'"()'*+%",-".-"/+01&'2$3"
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learning that show that infants are able to learn the regularities of speech from statistically
distributed input in both artificial (Saffran, Aslinn and Newport, 1996) and natural languages
(Pelucchi, Hay, and Saffran, 2009). Further, both infants and adults able to generalize this
learning better if the training exemplars are more variable (Gomez, 2002) and in at least in
adults, it has been suggested that higher level abstraction of embedded information is aided by
greater variability (Onnis et al., 2004)
Within the domain of phonological learning, it is known that by 9 months of age, infants
have learnt to use phonotactic regularities to parse fluent speech (Mattys and Jusczyk 2001)
Additionally, infants’ judgment of phonetic categories is modulated by variability in the input
(Maye, Werker and Gerken, 2002) and they use extract invariant underlying rules to discriminate
phonetic information (Maye, Weiss, and Aslin, 2008)
If these mechanisms of learning from distributional input play a role in phonological
development, infants who were presented with a large number of different exemplars in a
contingent social interaction would be able to learn and generalize the rule and produce
novel/non-imitative vocalizations that are of the new phonological form. In a naturalistic social
interaction, we cued caregivers to present infants with a variable number of exemplars of a novel
phonological form. Additionally, we controlled the contingency of the interaction whereby one
group of caregivers’ delivery of the exemplar(s) was contingent on infant vocalization, while the
other’s was yoked to match stimulation but not contingency levels. We found that both
contingency and phonetic variability were necessary for infant learning of the new phonological
form. Infants were also able to extract and abstract the underlying structure of contingently
presented variable input produce new sound sequences that obeyed the regularities caregivers’
speech. Infants who received non-contingent or invariant input did not learn. Thus these findings
5

serve as evidence for the role of social motivation in infants’ learning of language-specific
features of their ambient language.
Chapter 4
Within the ecological framework of vocal learning, the parent infant dyad constitutes a
socially distributed system of learning (Goldstein & Schwade 2008b). Thus it stands to reason
that changes in either parent or infant context will affect vocal learning, possibly through
changes in their motivations. In Chapter 4, we looked at the effects of changing maternal
motivations and their subsequent effects on infant vocal learning. A very pervasive change in
infants’ ability to interface with the environment is brought on by the onset of independent
locomotion during the first year of life. It has been argued that locomotion represents an activity
dependent developmental process (Thelen & Smith, 1994; Adolph, 1997) that catalyses
developmental changes in multiple domains such as social communication, perception and affect
(Piaget, 1954). The dynamic of parent-child interaction also changes, with both infants and
parents undergoing behavioral changes after the onset of independent locomotion such as
increased interactive play, increased social referencing (Campos, Kermoian, & Zumbahlen,
1992; Campos et al., 2000) and increased use of specific affective contours in verbal
communication (Campos, Kermoian, & Zumbahlen, 1992). Recent data has also indicated that
newly locomoting infants use social referencing while making decisions about motor actions,
especially when faced by uncertainty in terms of locomotor capacity (Tamis-LeMonda, 2008).
Do changes in the social environment, that result from direct changes in locomotor
capacity, impact infant vocal learning in any way? One study found that infants who were able to
locomote were different from infants who couldn't locomote in terms of their social behavior
(Gustafson, 1984). Further, locomoting infants produced a higher number of vocalizations than
6

non-locomoting infants. In order to control for developmental effects, infants who were not able
to locomote were placed in a walker such that they could move around on their own. It was
observed that these infants quickly changed their behavior to resemble that of infants who could
locomote on their own. These newly locomoting infants produced a higher number of
vocalizations and directed and greater looks and smiles at caregivers, indicating a change in their
social motivation. However, while the total number of vocalizations was counted, the acoustic
parameters of these vocalizations were not studied. Further, changes in caregiver behavior as the
infant context changed from non-locomotor to locomotor, were not assessed. Previous
experiments in our lab have found that changes in social contingency can impact infants’
production of advanced vocalizations (Goldstein et al., 2003; Goldstein and Schwade, 2008a).
Are caregivers motivated to change the manner in which they interact with their infants once
they start locomoting?
We hypothesized that caregivers are sensitive to their infants’ ability to locomote and
manipulations of infant locomotor status will change parental behavior. Parents of newly
locomoting infants are motivated to be more vigilant and as a result engage in more contingent
social interaction, providing their infants with greater vocal learning opportunities. This in turn
should facilitate vocal development in locomoting infants.
We find that over developmental time, the ability to locomote is related to changes in the
acoustic form of prelinguistic vocalizations. The vocal repertoires of infants who are able to
locomote are characterized by increased proportions of more advanced sounds, such as canonical
syllables. In a real time manipulation, infants increased the proportion of the most advanced
sounds in their repertoire as their locomotor status was changed from immobile to mobile. This
effect on infant vocal behavior was mediated by changes in the dynamics of mother-infant
7

interaction. Increased maternal vigilance led to increased social interaction between the mother
and the infant. This change in caregiver behavior in turn creates more opportunities to learn
which infants capitalized on, thus propelling themselves forward on the trajectory of vocal
development.

Social motivation in birdsong learning
My work with zebra finches (Chapter 5) seeks to explore the role of reward-based
motivation in vocal learning in a more targeted manner than is possible with human infants. As
aforementioned, birdsong and human speech have long been considered parallel systems in the
study of vocal learning (Doupe and Kuhl, 1999; Goldstein et al., 2003). A prediction of the work
presented in Chapter 2 would be a specific association between species-typical vocal learning
and activation of reward circuitry. Food reward is among the most reinforcing motivators that
exist across species (Wise, 2006). In songbirds that learn the song of a specific tutor, is there an
association between food and song?
Zebra finches are monogamous pair-bonding birds that display biparental care of young,
with individual families ranging from 4-6 members. They live in large multi-family colonies
(often over 100 birds). Despite this large proliferation of potential song tutors, juvenile males
tend to learn the song of their fathers. While various factors affecting tutor choice such as
morphology (Mann et al. 1991), song characteristics (Clayton, 1987) including femaledirectedness of song (Roper & Zann, 2006), proximity (Mann & Slater, 1995; Roper & Zann
2006) and relatedness (Roper & Zann 2006; Williams, 1990) have been investigated; the direct
influence of motivation to learn from a given tutor has not been studied.
We reasoned that specific features of social interactions surrounding food between
8

juvenile males and their fathers are likely to endow his song with motivational significance. To
assay for these, we made high-resolution behavioral observations of father-infant interactions in
the period immediately after fledging and before the end of the sensitive phase of song learning.
We focused on specific vocal behaviors that the father engaged in as he fed the young
Our research shows that juveniles beg for food preferentially from the father. The father’s
responses to begging include feeding and song. Between day 25 and day 30, the proportion of
responses that include song increases dramatically. Co-occurrences between begging and song
cannot be explained by chance associations or by increases in singing between the two ages.
Thus the father associates feeding with adult male song over the course of early vocal
development in these birds. The proportion of begging bouts that receive song rises as juveniles
grow older and enter the sensitive period of song learning. Further, the change in proportion
paternal responses that were comprised of male song predicts future song outcome measures.
This indicates that early social interactions with the father create opportunities for the song to
gain motivational power. Thus young male zebra finches are motivated to learn the song of their
fathers because the father is the one that feeds and maintains the greatest amount of social
interactivity with them. These data provide evidence that socially situated motivation drives the
learning of species-typical vocal forms in zebra finches.

Overall Significance
My theoretical and empirical work promotes an interactionist view of development
wherein new motor, cognitive and social learning serve as precursors to the emergence of
language, within the framework of socially motivated vocal learning. I attempt to return attention
to language in its ecological context, acquired in the early development of an obligatorily social,
9

gregarious, and altruistic species where the motivation to learn to communicate with conspecifics
drives both its ontogeny and phylogeny.
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CHAPTER 2

THINKING OUTSIDE THE CORTEX: SOCIAL MOTIVATION IN THE EVOLUTION AND
DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGE

Abstract
Alteration of the organization of social and motivational neuroanatomical circuitry must have
been an essential step in the evolution of human language. Development of vocal
communication across species, particularly bird song, and new research on the neural
organization and evolution of social and motivational circuitry, together suggest that human
language is the result of an obligatory link of a powerful cortico-striatal learning system, and
subcortical socio-motivational circuitry.

Introduction
The essential modification in human evolution enabling language has been addressed for
decades. In adults, language is demonstrably dependent on the cortex, so the essential
evolutionary modification for language has reasonably been sought in the quality or quantity of
cortical computations found there. The crystallized product of a lifelong learning process may
not be the best source of insight, however, about what initial alterations permitted it. Language
plasticity after early damage raises the most perplexing questions about what in the cortex allows
language. The right half of the cortex may be removed, or the left half, and language still
develops. The frontal cortex may be removed or severely reduced. Uncomfortably for capacity
15

arguments, total cortical volume may be reduced wholesale by prenatal genetic accident, such as
Down’s syndrome, or by postnatal accident, and yet language will often survive (Bates et al.,
2001; Bates, 2004). An individual may be deaf, blind, or blind and deaf together, and with
dedicated tutelage, will still learn language with what remains. What conceivable sensory
specialization or cortical alteration could survive these assaults?
We will remain agnostic on the cognitive and cortical architecture of language. Instead,
we will highlight the changes in human sociality and its motivational correlates, and explore
motivation’s mechanistic links to language. Of course, unique aspects of human social structure
have already been explored widely and at multiple levels. A general coupling between growth of
the neocortex and increasing social complexity in primates has been observed (Dunbar &
Schultz, 2007). Demonstrations of how human cultures have solved the problem of stabilization
of non-kin altruism, that is, how to stabilize social structures and eliminate cheating such that the
manifest benefits of extended altruism to social groups can be had, have been exploded in
number (Wilson, Van Vugt, & O'Gorman, 2008; Bowles, 2006; Richerson & Boyd, 2005;
Warneken & Tomasello, 2008, Pagel, 2009). In development, human children, contrasted with
young chimpanzees, attend to social cues, share information, join games and generally cooperate,
serving a form of social learning seen only in humans (Moll & Tomasello, 2007; see also
Preston & de Waal, 2001). What is new, and what we are now able to do is place human social
behavior more accurately in a comparative and neuroanatomical context, as a transformation of
our understanding of the neural circuitry of sociality and its evolutionary variation has occurred
(Newman, 1999; Goodson, 2005) (Figure 1).
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Making explicit this paper’s goals: why evolution and development of social
communication in non-human animals should directly inform language development and
evolution in humans We will explore the recent advances in the understanding of the social
behavior network and its evolutionary variations, highlighting some key findings for those
interested in language learning and comparative cognition. We will make some specific
proposals about what kind of neuroanatomical circuitry might be changed to link communication
with the most fundamental pleasure and reward in human infants. Further, we will hypothesize
that such a link constitutes a socio-motivational “gate” necessary and sufficient for the evolution
of song in a small brain, and perhaps language in a very large one.
The functional neuroanatomy of bird song will play a central role in this argument. While
avian vocal nuclei have often been were first equated with striatal (Edinger, 1988-1903) and then
cortical (Jarvis et al., 2005) mammalian domains, we highlight recent evidence that indicates that
much of the avian forebrain is in fact limbic (Medina, 2007; Box 1; Figure 2) in nature and is
thus better equated with mammalian brain regions associated with social motivation. We argue
that this better placement of these structures highlights the intrinsic coupling of sight, hearing
and vocalization with motivation highlights the possibility of similar components, largely
unexplored, in the neural circuitry of human language learning (Figure 3).
We will be discussing far more empirical detail in evolutionary biology and comparative
neuroanatomy than is typical for a developmental science audience. In order to win the reader’s
patience for this enterprise we argue that new work in development and evolution, “evo-devo”,
has changed our understanding of the relationship between the behaviors of existing animals
profoundly (Kirschner & Gerhart, 2005). What evolutionary presuppositions do we bring to
understanding roughly “homologous” behaviors in extant animals, in this case, song in birds
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versus language in humans? Contrast two scenarios of behavioral evolution, which have at their
base two different theories of brain structure and development. In the first, which we will call
the “strict adaptation” model, we imagine an evolutionary random walk from the stem, lizardlike animal to a songbird on the one hand, and a speaking human being on the other. In this
scenario, as every feature of the animal’s structure and function can be modified in the
evolutionary process, the best characterization of any nervous system is of a collection of
special-purpose devices (Cosmides & Tooby, 1992) progressively adapted and exapted over the
course of evolutionary time. By the time we compare the nervous systems of the bird and the
human, such similarities as we would see would indicate only some distant biases caused by the
initially shared nervous system plus the functional similarities the similar problems of producing
and decoding a primarily vocal signal might produce. The functional organization of bird song
might be interesting, but not particularly directly instructive about human language learning.
On the other hand, consider a different scenario we will call “developmental
conservation”, which has arisen from the consistent observation of startling similarities in the
basic body and brain plans across vertebrates (Kirschner and Gerhart, 2005). In this scenario,
before divergence of birds and mammals, a basic, robust, and evolvable brain plan had stabilized.
Certain kinds of variations, those associated with useful adaptations and niche exploration in the
past, were facilitated, and embedded in epigenetic programs that produced stable function in
commonly encountered environments. In this scenario, only certain locations in the nervous
system can produce vocal behavior, only certain others can link vocal behavior to particular
social settings, only certain specific regions can be the site of long-term associative learning. In
the “developmental conservation” model, the functional similarities of song and language are
amplified by a conserved basic brain plan and epigenetic operations stabilized over time to
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facilitate only certain kinds of operations and adaptations. Much debate remains about just how
much evolution resembles the first versus the second scenario, and we do not pretend the issue is
settled! Here, however, we are making the strongest possible case for “developmental
conservation”. Not only because we are convinced by the increasing evidence for it, but also to
model this relatively new argument for the developmental community who are neither
evolutionary biologists nor anatomists.
In the following, we will review evidence for motivational dependencies in learning of
social communication. We will also review briefly the neuroanatomy thought to be important in
essential motivation, including what has been discovered recently in evolutionary variation in
motivational circuits. We will discuss some mechanisms for recognition and learning from
caregivers and argue that small biases in early attention and motivation support the multimodal
initial recognition of and eventual complex representation of conspecifics and caregivers. We
will conclude with specific suggestions about where to look in the developing brain for the
structural and physiological changes which seem likely. In sum, we attempt to return attention to
language in its ecological context, acquired in the early development of an obligatorily social,
gregarious, and often-altruistic species.

Situated, Social, Motivated Vocal Behaviour
Cheng and Durand [2004] have defined emotion as an “all inclusive state, mediated by
endocrine, autonomic, and skeletomotor responses organized by pathways through the amygdala
and the hypothalamus” and have argued that “if vocal behavior is recognized as an
interdependent skeletomotor component of emotional state, then its dependence upon internal
stimuli (neuroendocrine and autonomic activity) for expression can be appreciated; singing is a
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motivated behavior”.
Similarly, vertebrates who (independent of learning) vocalize to define territories, or announce
their species identity and distance, or readiness to mate, or express pain or alarm obviously do so
in an explicit motivational state. Interestingly, even in organisms that don’t need to learn their
species-typical vocalization (Owren Dieter, Seyfarth & Cheney, 1992; Seyfarth & Cheney, 1986;
Winter, Handley, Ploog, & Schott, 1973), social context typically modifies and modulates the
nature and the content of such vocalizations (Roush & Snowdon, 1994, 1999; Seyfarth &
Cheney, 1997). The vocal learning trajectory of species that do not explicitly require social
interaction in order to produce species typical vocal forms could also be seen to provide a way in
which claims of the centrality of social motivation in vocal learning can be falsified. For
instance, it is known that territorial songbirds, such as the white-crowned sparrow, Zonotrichia
leucophrys, are able to reproduce species typical adult song on the basis of exposure to taped
tutor song during the sensitive phase for song learning (Marler, 1970) i.e. in the absence of social
interaction. However, immense power that social motivation exerts on learning is demonstrated
in the work of Baptista and Petrinovich (1984), who showed that a young white-crowned
sparrow will learn additional song elements from a either a conspecific or a heterospecific live
tutor even after the song learning period. Similarly, numerous additional examples underscore
the potency that social stimuli exert on vocal behavior. For instance, changes in social structure
will cause adults birds to modify their non-song vocalizations in a phenomenon known as vocal
sharing whereby individuals change their own vocalizations to resemble those of their
conspecifics. Such is the case with black-capped chickadees (Poecile atricapillus) that modify
the structure of their call at the time of formation of the winter flock, with all birds converging
towards a common structure (Nowicki, 1989). Similarly, when the social groups of starlings
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(Sturnus vulgaris) are changed, they change their song type to match that of their companions
(Hausberger, Richard-Yris, Henry, Lepage, & Schmidt, 1995). Vocal sharing is used not only to
initiate and maintain social bonds within units, but also to signal alliance to compete against
other units, as in bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) (Smolker & Pepper, 1999).
Vocal sharing in a changed social context has been seen in various non-human primates
as well. (Snowdon & Elowson, 1994) found that within 10 weeks of being housed together, all
the animals from two different groups of pygmy marmosets changed their call structure in the
same direction, regardless of reproductive status. Snowdon et al. (1997) also found that mate
pairs of pygmy marmosets (Cebuella pygmaea), who had stable trill-structure for months before
pairing, significantly changed their trill structure in the 6 weeks immediately after pairing and
then this changed structure was stable for at least 3 years after pairing. Female squirrel monkeys
produce vocalizations known as “chucks” with individualistic acoustic properties that constitute
a “vocal signature,” and are used to preferentially respond to familiar group members, but not to
acoustically similar chucks of unfamiliar conspecifics (Smith, Newman, Hoffman, & Fetterley,
1982a; Biben & Symmes, 1991). These examples illustrate the intrinsic role that the nature of the
social context plays in animal vocalizations.
More elaborate vocal learning, defined as “the ability to modify acoustic and/or syntactic
structure of sounds produced, including imitation and improvisation”(Jarvis, 2007), is a
phylogenetically more limited phenomenon. Vocal learning has been unequivocally attributed to
7 taxa in all, of which 3 are birds - songbirds, hummingbirds and parrots, and 4 are mammals cetaceans, elephants, bats and humans (Jarvis, 2007). In organisms that learn a complex vocal
communication system, social context is typically necessary for this process. Deprivation studies
were the starting point for this research. Studies of human children (Fromkin, Krashen, Curtis,
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Rigler, & Rigler, 1974; Lane, 1976) or songbirds (Marler, 1970; Thorpe, 1958) that were raised
in isolation showed that vocal learning from conspecifics is necessary for the development of
normal speech. It is noteworthy that both the rudimentary speech of children and the isolate song
of birds reared in non-social setting, while simplified, do show some species-specific features
(Marler & Sherman, 1985). While this is most often cited as evidence for either an innate model
for language (Chomsky, 1981; Fodor, 1983) or an innate human capacity for learning to segment
and group sensory stimuli (Elman et al., 1996), there is an interesting way to recast this finding.
Perhaps the underdeveloped vocal repertoires that characterize these infants and nestlings show
what is obtained when motivation is subtracted from the vocal learning equation, and thus
seriously misrepresent the structure and preferences which both bring to vocal communication.
.
The Social Circuit
Until the last ten years, the circuitry of the brain central to social behaviour was described
as a collection of subcortical centers and areas with specific labels, i.e. male aggression, female
parental care and so forth. Integrating across an enormous number of studies, Sarah Newman
(1999) proposed a new formulation of the “social network” in the mammalian brain comprised of
six heavily interconnected limbic system areas with interlaced functions (Figure 1).
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Figure 2.1 The social behaviour network as originally described by Newman, 1999

In this conception, any given social behaviour is an emergent property of the temporal
and dynamic pattern of activity across this social network in the brain, replacing the notion that
each node is a centre for some category of motivated behaviour. Rather, varying levels of
activity across the nodes signify a given behaviour. The sensory stimuli important for these
behaviours differ with species, sex, maturational state and context, as do the motor
manifestations vary with each animal’s competence. Ecological and social niches, such as
gregarious versus territorial or diurnal versus nocturnal systems vary as well, and the rather
astonishing observation is the phylogenetic stability of the location of this system in the face of
such sensory, motor and niche variability (Newman, 1999 and references therein). Also stable,
are the essential functions of the social circuit: mate choice and mating, parental behaviour,
territoriality and aggression, affiliation and so forth, while the instantiation of each function in a
particular body and ecology varies. This polysensory, distributed nature of the social network
may offer a way over evolutionary time to modulate sensory preferences and dispositions with
relative ease while conserving core functionality.
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Using this framework, a discussion can begin of how such a neural system evolves to
produce varied vertebrate social behaviours, how vital functions are paired with the sensory
systems each animal best employs, its motor abilities and motivations. There is already evidence
to indicate that the dynamic activation of this network can “code” for the (negative or positive)
valence associated with social encounters. Goodson et al. (2005) located a set of closely-related
finches which varied in their preferred social context, from solitary and territorial to flocking, but
had similar mating systems. They found species-specific differences in immediate early gene
(IEG) expression in the medial extended amygdala following exposure to a same sex conspecific.
Activity in this region was negatively correlated with species typical group size – greater
activation of the extended amygdala was associated with the response of a territorial species to
same-sex conspecifics – a negatively-valenced social encounter, while there was less activity if
the bird welcomed the “intruder”, as in the case of the gregarious species.
Both behavioural differences and brain activity differences can also be related to
neuropeptide receptor distributions. While the brain distributions of the actual neuropeptides
such as oxytocin and vasopressin are very highly conserved across species (Wang, Zhou,
Hulihan, & Insel, 1996) the location and density of the receptors for these peptides is not
conserved (Young, Nilsen, Waymire, MacGregor, & Insel, 1999). The evolutionary alteration of
receptor densities has been well described in the case of two closely-related voles. Some voles
are socially monogamous, sharing parental care; in these voles, copulation with a partner fixes an
enduring preference for the partner’s company, not shared by closely related promiscuous
species. In the monogamous species, expression of a receptor for vasopressin in reward areas of
the basal forebrain permits a link to be forged between the specific representation of an
individual vole signaled by vasopressin activity, and reward and comfort itself. With the
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presence of the vasopressin receptor, a gate is opened between the sensory representation of the
individual mate and basic reward, stronger than the general links that can be made between any
random cue and a positive outcome.
Specifically, in the monogamous prairie vole, vasopressin receptor (V1aR) binding
(concentration) is very dense in the ventral forebrain, in particular in the ventral pallidum which
is a region associated with reward and motivation (Lim, Murphy, & Young, 2004). Injection of
vasopressin into the brain, paired with presentation of a female vole increases the tendency to
affiliate with that female, while blocking vasopressin activity abolishes established partner
preference (Lim & Young, 2002, 2004). On the other hand, non-monogamous montane and
meadow voles naturally have very low densities of V1aR receptors in this region (Insel, Wang,
& Ferris, 1994) but experimentally increasing the number of these receptors can lead to pair
bond formation even in these promiscuous species (Lim, Hammock, & Young, 2004).
Differences in neuropeptide activity within the social network also underlie other kinds of
social preferences in birds. Goodson & Evans (2004) studied the social network in a range of
species of birds that differed in their coloniality. Different levels of colocalization of AVT
(Arginine VasoTocin-the avian orthologue of mammalian vasopressin) and immediate early gene
expression in the medial bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BSTm) and lateral septum marked
the varying evaluation of particular social situations by bird species with different levels of
gregariousness. The design of these experiments did not permit overt social behaviour, thus
highlighting evaluation and motivation rather than action. In essence these data indicate that
presenting a bird with stimuli that are positively valenced within its ecological niche causes an
increase in uptake of AVT, and immediate early gene activity, whereas the opposite is true for
negatively valenced stimuli. So for instance, to a gregarious bird, both partners and same-sex
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conspecifics present opportunities for rewarding social interaction and a corresponding increase
in AVTir-IEG colocalization is seen in these birds upon presentation of either of those classes of
stimuli. To a territorial bird on the other hand, a same sex conspecific signals a potential
antagonistic encounter – and this is associated with a decrease in AVTir-IEG colocalization
whereas the presence of the subject birds partner – presumably a positive stimulus – causes an
increase in colocalization.
Whether the effects of vasopressin occur directly through association with reward
pathways in the ventral pallidum or through the neuroendocrine mechanisms associated with
stress and social anxiety (Goodson & Evans, 2004), the activity of this neuropeptide seems to
provide a robust system under which the evolution of sociality can be probed. In effect, one can
think of the receptor distribution and concentration of vasopressin receptors as locks that can
migrate and vary in number, with keys always standing ready. In experiments, changing the level
of only one receptor appears able to produce a change in social preference enough to alter a
species’ life history and species-level social structure. Vasopressin receptor levels alone, of
course, probably are not the only distinctions between social species from non-social species
over an evolutionary time-scale. The relative simplicity of the structural changes necessary to
bring about large scale changes in the ecological niche of a given organism are, however,
impressive, and candidate genes have already been described, in the case of the voles (Young,
Nilsen, Waymire, MacGregor, & Insel, 1999; Hammock & Young, 2004, 2005)

Obscure objects of desire: representing an individual
Before proceeding, it is worthwhile to stand back and consider some comparative
information on what “specific representation of an individual” may entail. Early findings in
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ethology characterized interactions between animals as specially evolved stimulus-response
linkages, such as herring gulls pecking at the red spot on the feeder’s beak (Alcock, 2009).
These early examples of stimulus-response singularities do not characterize the representational
complexity of most vertebrate social interactions particularly well. The research that arose from
these first examples showed that a large range of mammals (and probably, most vertebrates)
come to be endowed with a far more robust representation of a conspecific than a single sensory
emblem. The corpus of work by Eric Keverne and colleagues on maternal imprinting on lambs
is instructive (Broad, Curley, & Keverne 2006). Flocks of sheep give birth relatively
simultaneously in the spring, and the ewe has a specialized, time-limited postnatal learning
period, hormone dependent, in which she will learn to recognize her own lamb. Allowing the
lamb at first to suckle is dependent on olfaction, but the ewe must solve the greater problem of
recognizing her own lamb amongst others within a day or so. While olfaction can be involved in
this, it is not essential, and all relevant modalities are brought to bear, the bleat, the face and
body appearance. The object of maternal desire is not a value in single sensory channel, but an
individual lamb. Similarly in rodents, the various separable odorants associated with an
individual, encountered in different contexts, serve as tokens of the whole (Johnston, 2005). The
social behavior network may be seen as the conserved neural structure that assembles on the one
hand relevant sensory dimensions into a representation of an individual (either by innate bias or
experience-expectant learning), and on the other attaches that representation to the motivations
and actions appropriate to their social roles, parent, child, mate or rival. With situation, and
maturation, these attachments also change as required.
Turning back to language evolution, we can use this framework to better understand how,
even in closely-related species, the motivational significance of a particular conspecific role
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could differ radically, depending on which gates are opened to reward and comfort, or to anxiety
and aversion. These simple, but significant changes can immediately alter the entire social
setting and preferences of an individual, who they attend to and stay close to. The increased
social orientation of human infants to solicit other humans’ play and help, compared to
chimpanzees is exactly the type of change we are attempting to provide a mechanistic account
for (Tomasello, 1999). The utility of such changes to motivate language learning seems
reasonable, but social circuitry per se as we described it so far carries no explicit way to
potentiate particular learned behaviours.

Links between the social circuit and motivation systems
It is worthwhile taking a moment to discuss “motivation” and it’s relationship to
processes of social cognition and reward. Historically, Behaviorists have studied motivation in
the context of stimulus-reward contingencies whereas Social Psychologists have studied the
cognitive processes that underlie social behavior and reward. It is no surprise then, that role of
motivation has found much more favor in non-human animal communicative behavior, which is
considered more instinctual and less cognitive, and has formed an integral part of the attempt to
understand the processes that govern such behavior. Part of this disparity stems from the
piecemeal leftovers of the doctrine of encephalization [Steklis and Raleigh, 1979]. As originally
described by Hughling Jackson in 1887, the main tenet of this doctrine was that structural and
functional evolution of the vertebrate nervous system proceeds from a a caudal to rostral
direction [Jackson, 1888]. Accordingly, phylogenetically more recent or “advanced” species are
more reliant on neocortical (rostral) mechanisms for the execution of functions that are
associated with more primitive subcortical or limbic structures in the brains of phylogenetically
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more ancient or “lesser” species. Thus the common thought is that while motivations (encoded in
subcortical and limbic domains) form a central part of vocal behavior that is largely associated
with stereotypic and sometimes involuntary communication of affective states in other animals
(such as non-human primates) [Rowell and Hinde, 1962], the more highly developed “voluntary”
language mechanisms of humans must lie in the more recent and purportedly more advance
neocortex. The purpose of this paper is not to undermine the advancement of the cortex or its
functions in language associated processing - but an important point to consider here is that a
linkage of linguistic function to motivational or emotional states does not preclude it being
subject to either higher order voluntary control or being encoded (in part) in neocortical domains.
Recent studies have indicated that physiological properties such as opioid
neurotransmission of neural circuits that underlie motivation sub-serve social reward (Trezza et
al., 2011) and also that traditional motivation regions such as the striatum are activated in
response to both non-social and social reward (Izuma et al., 2008). Thus it appears that social
reward is the affective implication of social motives wherein affective states can serve as both a
source of motivation for behavior (Forgas and Laham, 2005) as well as provide feedback about
the status of motivated behaviors (Carver and Scheier, 1998). Within the social system of
motivation then, sociality becomes the motivating force behind executing a behavior – in this
case, vocal behavior, or language.
A mountain of evidence exists in support of the claim that limbic structures (and the
hypothalamus) code for motivational processes and the reader is referred to many excellent
reviews for further reading (Mogenson, Jones, & Yim, 1980; Cardinal, Parkinson, Hall &
Everitt, 2002). For the purposes of this essay, we wish to highlight the overlap between much of
the social circuit and parts of the motivation/emotion circuits (Figures 2 and 3). In the large
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expanse of the limbic forebrain, the extended amygdala forms a relay center for information
crossover between the cortical and brainstem regions. While it acts in concert with other regions
of the brain in encoding emotional processes, the amygdala, via its modulation of both
attentional and motivational arousal, is one very salient functional seat of motivation in the
mammalian brain. The connections between the amygdala and the ventral tegmental area, via the
nucleus accumbens - a structure located in the ventral striatum - form a large part of the
mesolimbic dopamine pathway that modulates behavioral responses to stimuli that activate
feelings of reward or motivation. According to the Depue and Strupinsky (2005) model of
affiliative bonding in humans, the convergence of dopaminergic, neuropeptide and opiate
systems in the ventral striatum provides for the human capacity to feel rewarded by affiliative
(social) stimuli.
While additional regions of the mammalian brain have been associated with motivationrelated processes (hippocampal formation, the cingulate cortex, and limbic midbrain areas
(Morgane, Galler, & Mokler, 2005) one that bears mention here is the prefrontal cortex (PFC).
The pre-frontal cortex regulates complex memory, attention and cognitive processes and is also
an integral part of the motivation circuit via its extensive bi-directional connectivity with the
limbic forebrain (Damasio, Grabowski, Frank, Galaburda, & Damasio, 1994; Goldman-Rakic,
1999). In humans, increased gray matter density in the orbitofrontal cortex (PFC) and the ventral
striatum (Lebreton, et al., 2009) and increased connectivity between the frontal cortex (including
the orbitofrontal cortex) and striatum (Cohen, Schiene-Bake, Elger, & Weber, 2009) are
associated with increased responsiveness to socially defined reward and increased disposition to
social relationships and attachments.
So how do these structures tie into vocal learning and/ or production? It is instructive to
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think of vocal learning as a specialized learning behavior that, like most (if not all) behavioral
systems that incorporates any kind of learning, exists in a motivational context. The intimate
linkages between the motivation and social circuits provide us with a system that can represent
and attach motivational value to social conspecifics. All that is required, over evolutionary time,
is the linkage of vocal centers to that social-motivation system - and together these will comprise
the vocal learning system. (Figure 3A and 3B) And these links are found at both the anatomical
level and at the behavioral level. For instance, projections of the ventral tegmental area to the
avian vocal centers modulate early gene activity related to directed or undirected singing in zebra
finches (Hara, Kubikova, Hessler, & Jarvis, 2007) The extensive work on birdsong, and the
fairly recent re-understanding of the homologies between the neuroanatomical regions involved
in vocal communication in birds and in humans will be our vehicle to a mechanistic
understanding of where brain changes may have occurred.

Birdsong and human language
Many parallels between birdsong and human speech have been explored; perhaps the
most striking is the interplay between production and perception in the development and
maintenance of vocal communication (Doupe & Kuhl, 1999). The parallels in comparative
neuroanatomy, critical periods, mechanisms of learning, lateralization and so on are also striking.
From this voluminous literature, we will concentrate on those studies that emphasize the natural
ecology of learning, its neuroanatomical motivational substrates and their interaction.
Although a full discussions is beyond the scope of this review, the renaming of the
structures of the bird telencephalon according to their proper site of origin, neuropharmacology
and connectivity to allow proper homologies to other vertebrate telencephalon (including our
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own) has brought many “bird song nuclei” into the basal forebrain motivational circuitry where
formerly they had been given quasi-cortical status. Under this scheme (Medina, 2007; Box 1;
Figure 2), a number of key nuclei in the song control system now fall in the region of brain
homologous to basal forebrain and amygdala. In Figure 2, a-d, the divisions of the embryonic
telencephalon which give rise to the hippocampus, dorsal pallium and isocortex; nidopallium,
entorhinal cortex and amygdala; arcopallium and the striatum, as well as the thalamichypothalamic core are given. Looking at the location of birdsong nuclei in this light, it is clear
that most fall into those regions associated with direct access to motivational and social circuitry,
and not the neocortex. By the argument we made earlier about the essential conservation of
fundamental operations in the vertebrate brain, if much of the circuitry of this learned, social,
vocal behavior falls in the extended amygdala and associated limbic regions in birds, we should
seek its homologue(s) in the other vertebrate vocal learner we commonly study, the human
infant.

BOX 2.1: A note on developmental neuroanatomy: The vertebrate forebrain is divided into
the telencephalon and the diencephalon. The diencephalon contains the regions described by
the thalamus and the hypothalamus. The telencephalon is divided into a dorsal pallium and a
ventral subpallium. The subpallium develops into the basal ganglia and related structures
whereas the pallium forms the cortex and parts of the amygdala. The pallium can be further
divided into medial, dorsal, lateral and ventral pallium (Puelles et al., 2000). In mammals, the
lateral and ventral pallia (originally together referred to as lateral pallium) form the piriform
cortex, claustrum and parts of the amygdala. Much of the limbic/motivational circuitry in
mammals derives from the lateral and ventral pallia with the medial pallium giving rise to the
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hippocampal formation. The mammalian isocortex derives from the dorsal pallium. Crossspecies comparisons of these subdivisons based on only adult anatomical and functional data
have led to the misplaced notion that the latero-ventral pallial regions of the avian brain are
homologous to parts of the mammalian isocortex (Reiner 1993; Karten, 1997), when the only
region of the adult birds brain that the dorsal pallium gives rise to seems to be the “Wulst”
(Medina, 2007). Data derived from embryological origin suggests that most of the avian
forebrain comes the latero-ventral pallium (also called the DVR or the dorsal ventricular ridge)
which is homologous to the mammalian claustrum and pallial amygdala (Striedter, 1997;
Puelles et al., 2000; Puelles 2001; Martinez-Garcia, Martinez-Marcos, & Lanuza, 2002;
Martinez-Garcia, Novejarque, & Lanuza, 2007). This would indicate that the nidopallial vocal
nuclei of avian species are more soundly positioned in regions homologous to the limbic
forebrain of mammals – rather than regions akin to the mammalian neocortex.
The reason this is important is that location often determines function via the class of
connections a region makes, the neurotransmitters it expresses etc. Mislocalizing” a lateral
pallial derivative (a location which can project directly to hypothalamus and forebrain,
“motivational” circuitry) as a dorsal pallial structure (which does not have this class of
connections) could cause us to misconstrue its functional roles.
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Figure 2.2 Schematic of transverse sections through mammalian and avian brains at two
stages of development (Modified from Fig.2, Medina, 2007)
2a) Mammalian embryo, 2b) Avian embryo, 2c) Mammalian adult, 2d) Avian adult with the major vocal
nuclei delineated according to embryonic tissue origin. Note that multiple sections along the anteriorposterior axis have been collapsed in order to allow visualization of all vocal nuclei within the same
section. Abbreviations: DP – Dorsal Pallium, Hp – Hippocampus, MP – Middle Pallium, LP – Lateral
Pallium, VP – Ventral Pallium, STRT – Striatum. Vocal Nuclei: HVC – High Vocal Center, LMAN –
Lateral Magnocellular Nucleus of the Nidopallium, RA – Robust Nucleus of the Arcopallium. Only the
dorsal pallium gives rise to neo-cortical tissue in mammals (shaded in black). The bird vocal nuclei are
not described by this region but instead all lie within tissue derived from lateral and ventral pallia (along
with the striatum) which give rise to much of the motivational/social circuitry i.e. the amygdala and the
basal forebrain in mammals. Note that the prevailing view in the field of bird song still holds that pallial
song nuclei are transcribed by mammalian cortical equivalents. We wish to turn attention to the growing
body of embryological and topological data that provides emphatic evidence that song nuclei are
limbic/motivational in origin (Box 1).
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In 1969, Immelman conducted what is now held as a seminal experiment in the
progression of the science of birdsong learning. He cross-fostered infant zebra finches in
Bengalese finch families and found that the zebra finches learned the song of their heterospecific
fathers even when adult conspecific males could be heard nearby (Immelman, 1969). Since then,
zebra finches have been also shown to need social interaction with a real-bird tutor (most often,
the father) in order to learn a song from him and typically don’t learn well from tapes (Eales,
1989; Mann & Slater, 1995). If, however, the experimental setting is such that a subject bird is
required to activate a tape by pressing a key to elicit the zebra finch song model, song is learnt.
Yoked controls who can hear the same playback, however, do not learn the song (Adret, 1993).
The commonality between a live tutor and the controllable playback is response contingency.
While the results of this particular study are contentious because a subsequent study was not able
to replicate these effects specific in zebra finches (Houx and ten Cate, 1999), there is now ample
evidence from human studies to indicate that response contingency is crucial to infant learning of
advanced vocal forms (Bloom, Russel & Wessenberg, 1987; Goldstein & Schwade, 2008). In
addition, response contingency in the form of turn taking interactions is an early feature of
parent-infant face-to-face interactions (Papousek, Papousek, & Bornstein, 1985) and human
infants respond to social contingency from a very young age and show sensitivity to familiar
contingency levels based on the responsiveness of their caregivers (Bigelow, 1998; Bigelow &
Rochat, 2006). It has been suggested that social contingency aids learning by focussing infant
attention on relevant features of stimulus information (Kulh, 2007). It is thus a property of the
interaction itself, and not sensory signals or motor output that gates learning, an observation that
is in fact fairly pervasive. Similarly, parrots who are trained to produce a variety of words and
labels in human language, do not learn through watching videotapes or listening to audio tapes or
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by watching non-interactive humans (Pepperberg, 1999).
In zebra finches, neural activity during singing is strongly modulated by the presence of a
listener. Both the magnitude and the variability of activity in the LMAN (lateral magnocellular
nucleus of the nidopallium, song nucleus) and Area X (basal ganglia, song nucleus) is dependent
on the presence of a conspecific - the activity is lower and more uniform during directed singing
(to a female) and higher and more variable during undirected singing (alone) (Hessler & Doupe,
1999). Dopamine levels in the Area X are significantly higher during directed singing as
compared to undirected singing - possibly because of higher dopamine release from the VTASNc (Ventral tegmental area – Substantia nigra pars caudalis – reward region) terminal that
project to Area X (Sasaki, Sotnikova, Gainetdinov & Jarvis, 2006). Area X is necessary for song
learning and is part of the AFP (anterior forebrain pathway pathway: cortex ! basal ganglia !
thalamus !cortex), which is involved in auditory feedback based evaluation and adaptive
modification of the bird’s own song. High dopamine levels in the striatum of birds during
directed song parallel high dopamine levels in the striatum after drug administration in mammals
(Sasaki, Sotnikova, Gainetdinov, & Jarvis, 2006) – pointing to the rewarding nature of the
“feeling of being heard”. Increased glutamate activity in the VTA is also seen after intense social
interaction (Huang & Hessler, 2008). The significance of social context in vocal behavior is
further highlighted by the observation that new neuronal recruitment to the HVC (high vocal
center, song nulceus), Area X and NC (nidopallium caudale, cortex) increases in the brains of
adult males who are placed in a complex social context (large aviary setting) as compared to
males who are placed in a simple social context (pair cages) (Lipkind, Nottebohm, Rado, &
Barnea, 2002). This is true even though birds in the simple social environment sing much more
than the birds in the complex environment, indicating that the neuronal recruitment is associated
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with the processing and storage of rich auditory input in a rich social setting rather than mere
vocal exertion (Adar, Lotem, & Barnea, 2008).
The concept of intrinsic reward in vocalization (Cheng & Durand 2004), with direct
physiological outcomes such as ovulation, has been studied extensively in ring doves
(Streptopelia risoria). In the female ring dove, Estrogen acts on a midbrain song nucleus (mICo)
to induce a female nest coo in response to a male courtship coo (Cohen & Cheng, 1981). Both
auditory and proprioceptive feedback from the female bird’s own cooing (and not the male’s
cooing) initiates an endocrine cascade that ultimately results in egg-laying (Cheng, 2003). In
brown-headed cowbirds (Molothrus ater), the female provides feedback to a singing male via a
wingstroke when she likes his song - something that causes him to incorporate more of the
“approved” acoustic forms into his vocal repertoire (West & King, 1988). Such a gesture on the
part of the female cowbird could act like the cooing vocalization in ring doves, whereby the wing
stroke, acting via the circuit that receives modulatory affective input from the
arcopallium/amygdala, could not only be a signal of the willingness of the bird to copulate, but in
fact self-stimulate her to do so.
In summary, the extensive and expansive connectivity that exists between motivation
systems and the vocal nuclei in avian species, along with behavioural data that implicates
affective systems in vocal learning processes, suggests that neural pathways that mediate
emotional and motivational states and vocal control pathways form an integrated system of
communication in birds. Further, these pathways receive constant direction from “social roadsigns” within the birds’ ecological niche. In the avian species that display learned vocal
behaviour, the learning environment is best viewed as a consolidated system that incorporates the
entire infant bird, its tutor, the interaction between the two, and the effect of each actor on its
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own, and the other’s nervous system.

Social motivation in human language learning
The role of motivation or affect during communicative interactions between human
mothers and infants has long been appreciated. Factors such as the prosody of caregivers’ early
speech to infants, along with facial movements, form non-linguistic affective behaviours that
“attract and sustain the infants’ attention to what will become a linguistically important stream of
cues” (Locke, 1993). Caregivers use infant directed speech to facilitate infant arousal and
motivation, which in turn facilitates infant learning of language. The prosody of infant directed
[ID] speech is different from adult directed speech. Caregivers’ speech to infants is often
characterized by shorter utterances, longer pauses, higher pitch and wider pitch excursions
(Fernald & Simon 1984; Fernald et al., 1989). Infants can discriminate affective vocal
expressions in ID speech in their own language as well as foreign languages and the intonation of
ID speech can elicit emotional responses from infants (Fernald, 1992 a, b). The intonation of ID
speech has been shown to effectively engage infant interest (Kuhl, Coffet-Corina, Padden, &
Dawson, 2005). Finally, mothers reliably use falling pitch contours in speech to infants when
trying to soothe (Fernald, Kermanschachi & Lees, 1984) and rising pitch contours to when trying
to engage infant attention (in a social interaction) (Stern, Spieker, & MacKain, 1982). These data
have led to the idea that maternal prosody is finely tuned to infant attention and arousal level
(Fernald, 1985) and can be used to modulate infant motivational states. In further support of the
claim that motivation drives acquisition of communicative faculties, prelinguistic vocal learning
in human infants has also been shown to be modulated by social reinforcement. Contingent
responsiveness from caregivers, both silent and vocal, is associated with vocal learning in human
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infants (Goldstein et al., 2003; Goldstein & Schwade, 2008). Further infant learning of phonemic
contrasts in a foreign language is contingent on their presentation by a socially interactive live
tutor (Kuhl, Tsao, & Liu, 2003). Based on this and other work, Kuhl (2007) has advanced the
“social gating” hypothesis whereby infant language is gated by the motivating properties (such
as attention and arousal) inherent in social interactions.
In some bilingual households, children only acquire proficiency in one language (Wong
Fillmore, 1991). It has been argued that for these children, the language that is not learned is the
one that is less “significant” to the child, in that it is used less often in settings wherein the child
is likely to be motivated, for example among peer or sibling groups.

Aberrant language acquisition
A particularly interesting case of the interplay between motivational and vocal centres in
the brain is autism. Whether or not the limbic system dysfunction plays a causal role in the
pathology of this disorder remains contentious but there does seem to be some support for the
idea that the amygdala and hippocampus of autistic individuals develops abnormally (Schumann
et al., 2004; Nacewicz et al., 2006]. Approximately 25% of all children with autism never
develop functional language abilities (Klinger, Dawson, & Renner, 2002). Unlike typically
developing children, autistic children prefer non-speech samples to acoustically matched samples
of ID speech and reportedly display no “interest” in language, which has been correlated with
aberrant neural responses to speech. They also have trouble maintaining attention in linguistic
tasks (Kuhl, Coffet-Corina, Padden, & Dawson, 2005) and these attention deficits in children
with autism are also evident in their inability to form and maintain joint focus of attention
(Osterling & Dawson, 1994; Osterling, Dawson, & Munson, 2002). At around 9 month of age,
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typically developing human infants start to engage in triadic interactions that involve them, their
caregivers and a third external entity that might be a toy or another person or anything in the
outside environment. These interactions involve joint attention between the infant and the
caregiver and it has been argued that the ability to do so is a necessary milestone in the
development of communicative faculties (Tomasello, 1999). In addition to this, overall attention
and shared visual attention between infant and tutor predict the degree to which infants will learn
the phonemes and words of a language (Conboy, Meltzoff, & Kuhl, 2008). Autistic adults have
an exaggerated anxiety response to eyes, and when looking at faces, attend to the mouth, a region
less informative about certain emotions, and certainly about where their interlocutor is looking
(Neumann, Spezio, Piven & Adolphs, 2006). Further, they have impaired visual memory for
faces (Blair, Frith, Smith, Abell, & Cipolotti, 2002) and their neural responses to social stimuli
don’t show attentional modulation (Bird, Catmur, Silani, Frith, & Frith, 2006). That being said,
recent data have indicated that adults with Asperger’s syndrome don’t make initial saccades or
show a looking bias towards the correct choice in a false belief task, even though they don’t
differ from normals in their performance in a verbally mediated theory of mind task (Senju,
Southgate, White, & Frith, 2009). In the same vein, it has been suggested that the correlation
between verbal mental age and ability to pass a theory of mind task in children with Autism may
be a result of verbally mediated reasoning, rather than social attunement (Happe, 1995). While
these data may seem incongruent with the idea of an obligatory link between linguistic ability
and proclivity towards social behaviour, it is important to note that these are the results of
compensatory mechanisms that come into play during or after wide scale deficits in
development. For instance, children who are able to use verbal reasoning to complete a theory of
mind task form only a very small proportion of all autistic children and further, often require a
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verbal mental age that is double that of normal children who are able to complete similar tasks
(Happe, 1995). Thus, the fact that they are able to use some kind of cognitive compensation is
indicative of the general functional plasticity of the brain, and is not at odds with the theory that
the social motivation that these children seem to lack would have gated earlier (typical)
maturation of verbal ability, as well as social reasoning.
Human infants with William’s Syndrome have disrupted cortical development, including
increased cortical thickness (Thompson et al., 2005) and mild to moderate mental retardation but
don’t show linguistic disability of a magnitude that corresponds to these cortical anomalies
(Bellugi, Lichtenberger, Jones, Lai, & St. George, 2000). As adults, these individuals show
heightened sociability (Jones et al., 2000) and interest in faces (Laing, Butterworth, & Ansari.
2002) but don’t seem to recruit amygdalar function in a manner akin to normals during face
processing tasks (Paul et al., 2009). In general, there seems to a distinct propensity for
heightened affect, especially in social situations, such as those associated with linguistic
narrative (Reilly, Losh, Bellugi, & Wulfeck, 2004). That there is some abnormality is not being
contended, and the argument here is not that individuals with Williams syndrome have
completely preserved linguistic skills in the face of extensive cortical aberrations that result in
retardation, but that given the extensiveness of the cortical damage, the preservation of even the
compromised linguistic ability that these individuals display is surprising - and suggests the
possible involvement of areas that lie outside the cortex in linguistic processes. Our suggestion is
that spared or exaggerated social motivation in these individuals accounts for the protection of
language.
We would like to note that both Autism spectrum disorders and William’s Syndrome are
complex and incompletely understood brain disorders and it would be beyond the scope of our
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current knowledge to draw definitive conclusions from the data we currently have, either in favor
of social motivation as the driving force behind early language learning, or in favor of a disjunct
between social and linguistic behavior. However, on the basis of emerging trends from current
research, we would argue that studies of individuals with these disorders do seem to indicate that
they provide us with populations where either the social system is not the tour-de-force that it
normally is (Autism) or where hyperactivity of the social circuits is offsetting cognitive deficits
in a manner that provides impetus to greater learning of faculties that are embedded within the
social domain (William’s Syndrome).
Finally, an aside about another genetic disorder associated with language deficiency - the
alteration in the expression of FOXP2 producing serious deficiencies in the production of and
structure of language in the KE family, as well as multiple deficiencies in praxis. While it is not
yet known exactly what feature of brain organization its early FOXP2 expression supervises, the
fact that it is under positive selection in both songbirds and humans, is expressed in the basal
ganglia, and associated with some aspect of fine temporal organization in both production and
perception is interesting evidence of a further kind for “developmental conservation” of paths of
adaption across phyla (Vargha-Khadem, Watkins, Alcock, Fletcher, & Passingham, 1995; Enard
et al., 2002; Haesler et al., 2004). This kind of important, facilitatory change for rapid motor
production and perhaps perception points out the necessary caution that an argument highlighting
the social, motivational aspects of communication systems does not in any way preclude other
alterations making vocal (or other) communication more feasible, including the speed-ofprocessing aspect hinted at in the FOXP2 expression work, or the requirement for adequate
memory stores in both bird song and language.
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What has changed in the human brain permitting language acquisition?
In this paper, we have attempted to draw together selected types of evidence about the
organization and evolution of systems of social communication to seat human language learning
in this context, ignoring the voluminous literature about the sensory, analytical, cognitive and
linguistic nature of language. We have reviewed evidence to suggest the elaborate
interconnection of social and motivational circuitry, in neuroanatomical terms. Current evidence
further suggests an unusual combinatorial capacity in motivational systems over evolutionary
time (Goodson, 2005). We suggest that the new linkage that has occurred in the evolution of
development has been made between the neural representation of central caregivers (as to a
lamb, certain mate or to a zebra finch “tutor”), the motivational systems, and cortical vocal and
gestural learning systems. In species that have evolved vocal learning, influencing the desired
individual’s attention through behaviour, particularly vocalization, as indicated by gaze, contact
or localization produces the most profound reward. A learning system, cortical in origin, of
unusual power, has forged a unique link to the social circuit whereby social motivation “gates”
vocal learning (Figure 3). Fig 3a diagrams such a proposed “gate” in the vole social behaviour
network whereby dopaminergic reward systems, through the Nucleus Accumbens, become
associated with specific individuals – as in the case of monogamous voles – in concert with VIaR
receptor upregulation in the Ventral Pallidum), while Figure 3b hypothesizes a similar link or
gate between recognition of a parent and a vocal learning system.
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Figure 2.3 The social core of the language learning:
3a) Schematic of a rodent (vole) brain showing the social behavior network. The connection between the
Nucleus Accumbens (reward center) and the Ventral Pallidum is highlighted as a potential “gate” for
social motivation whereby the recognition of an individual conspecific becomes potentiated – for
example, via the up-regulation of V1aR receptors in monogamous voles - modified from Young and
Wang, 2004.
3b) Schematic of a human brain showing the basic motor circuitry of language in grey and its
interconnectedness with reward centers that might serve similar social gating functions in humans.
Abbreviations: LS – Lateral Septum, MeA – Medial Amygdala, NAc – Nucleus Accumbens, OB Olfactory Bulb, PFC – Prefrontal Cortex, VP – Ventral Pallidum, VTA – Ventral Tegmental Area, SNc –
Substantia Nigra pars caudalis, Thal – Thalamus.
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A whole constellation of well-studied recognition systems stand in place to organize the
recognition of those significant individuals who engage this newly connected, socially-gated
nervous system. Faces are special; a number of avenues suggest special evolution of both the
morphology and the recognition of the significance of eye gaze and conformation (Senju &
Johnson, 2009); recognition of the mother’s voice occurs through learning in utero (DeCasper &
Fifer, 1980); the preferences of infants for familiar tastes, smell and contact are well known.

Implications
The essential feature of the argument is that language emerges from a newly forged
linkage of motivational systems and a desire to influence an object of much desire, in the
presence of a powerful learning device. We have some evidence from early types of brain
disorders that while near-catastrophic damage to sensory and cortical systems allows
preservation of language, alterations to disposition or motivation are disproportionately
damaging. For principally technical reasons at this point, direct evidence for disproportional
activation of motivational systems during early language learning in infancy, such as that
described in the activation of immediate early gene systems for the preferred partner in
monogamous voles, cannot presently be gathered in human infants. Given the rate of
technological advances in this area, we expect that this situation will not remain so for long, as
this recent study using near infrared spectroscopy to examine the activation of the cortex in
young infants in social situations attests (Lloyd-Fox et al., 2009). In the near future we suggest
that researchers in early language development turn their attention from the storage device, the
cortex, to the basal forebrain and striatum, which provide the motivational structure for behavior.
A final cautionary note, which may in fact be a point of leverage for future research, is
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that the powerful social circuitry for particular behaviours we have described is rarely stable for
the lifetime of the individual. Both parenthood and childhood pass, and the nature of those
attachments mutate and special learning epochs disappear. In animal models, the neural
signatures of those recognition, attachment and learning systems pass too. In fact, motivational
coupling may entirely reverse, for example, when a formerly loved home and family become
noxious to newly mature animal seeking a new home turf. Learning a new vocabulary word in
adolescence is rarely an orgiastic experience. Perhaps, however, we feel an echo of that earlier
state when as adults we make ourselves understood in a new country, in a new language for the
first time.
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CHAPTER 3

SOCIALLY GUIDED STATISTICAL LEARNING: HOW INFANTS LEARN TO TALK3

Abstract
Babbling is a ubiquitous vocal behavior of infants during the first year, but its function is poorly
understood. Early non-cry vocalizations are usually considered an epiphenomenon of motor
practice. We present the first evidence that babbling has an important function in learning new
phonological patterns. Manipulations of caregivers’ responses to babbling reveal the ability of
nine-month-old infants to learn new patterns of vocalizing from social and statistical regularities.
Infants learn new vocal forms only when caregivers’ reactions are contingent on babbling and
contain phonologically-varied exemplars. Infants do not learn from noncontingent responses nor
from repetitive speech. Our findings support a new mechanism of phonological development,
socially guided statistical learning, that is responsible for the emergence of language-specific
phonological patterns.

Introduction
A prerequisite for fluent speech is the ability to perceive and produce the phonological
patterns of the ambient language. Most research on early language development focuses on
speech perception, as prelinguistic vocal productions (babbling) are typically considered an
product of immature articulatory control (Kent, 1981). However, in songbirds, long considered a
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model for human vocal learning and communication (Doupe & Kuhl, 1999), immature vocal
productions have important functional significance. Young songbirds learn from the reactions of
older conspecifics to their early vocalizations (West & King, 1988).
Like songbirds, human infants exhibit substantial developmental changes in vocal
production. Infants produce non-cry vocalizations in the first days of life but do not attain their
first words until approximately 12 months of age. Experience clearly plays a role in shaping
prelinguistic vocalizations towards the sound patterns of the ambient language (Vihman, 1993).
By approximately 8 months of age, several suprasegmental features of vocalizing have come to
resemble those of the ambient language (Levitt & Wang, 1991; Whalen, Levitt, & Goldstein,
2007). By 9-10 months infants begin to produce mature syllables (Oller, 2000) and structure
sequences of syllables in accordance with the phonological rules of their language environment
(Boysson-Bardies, 1993; Boysson-Bardies & Vihman, 1991). For example, Nigerian infants
typically learn Yoruba, a language with many vowel-initial words. The babbling of these 10 –
12-month-old infants has a typical disyllable structure of vowel-consonant-vowel (VCV), in
contrast to the typical CVCV disyllable pattern found in the babbling of French and English
infants (Boysson-Bardies, 1993).
What mechanisms drive language-specific changes in babbling? The processes of change
that drive vocal development are not well understood. Most work focuses on the maturation of
the vocal tract, but comparative studies of vocal development in songbirds found that social
learning plays an important role in developmental change. For example, young male cowbirds
(Molothrus ater) rely on the reactions of females to shape their immature sounds into functional
song (West & King, 1988; King, West, & Goldstein, 2005). Based on the avian work, our
previous research has shown that prelinguistic infants use social feedback that is contingent on
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their babbling to guide their productions towards well-formed speech (e.g., fully-resonant vowels
and canonical syllables, Goldstein, King, & West, 2003). In addition, contingent social feedback
can facilitate the production of specific phonological patterns such as V or CV (Goldstein &
Schwade, 2008).
In the present study, we hypothesized that contingent feedback, in conjunction with the
statistical variability of exemplars in caregivers’ speech, would promote learning of a rare or
novel phonological form. In multiple domains, increased variability in exemplars facilitates
generalization of learning in infants and adults (Gómez, 2002; Tenenbaum & Griffiths, 2001).
Thus we manipulated both the timing and the variability of caregivers’ verbal responses to
babbling. Caregiver-infant dyads participated in two 30-minute play sessions, scheduled 24
hours apart. The first session familiarized infants and their caregivers with the playroom. The
second session had an ABA design and was divided into three 10-minute periods: Baseline-1,
Social Response, and Baseline-2. During each Baseline period, caregivers were asked to play as
they would at home. During the Social Response period, the experimenter gave instructions to
caregivers via wireless headphones to control the form and timing of their responses to infant
vocalizations.
Dyads (n = 60) participated in one of two contingent social response conditions, in which
the experimenter cued caregivers to respond to each infant vocalization (except vegetative and
fussing sounds). Caregivers responded by speaking a Yoruban (VCV-structured) word while
moving closer to, smiling at, and touching their infants. The specific Yoruban word given to the
caregivers over the wireless link served as the cue to respond. In the Contingent-Variable (CVar) group, caregivers said a different Yoruban word during each response, e.g. [ɛnu], [idi],
[abo], [olu], [ika]. In the Contingent-Repetition (C-Rep) group, caregivers repeated the same
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Yoruban word during each response.
Materials and Methods
Participants. Sixty caregiver-infant dyads were tested (mean infant age 9 months, 19 days;
range 8 months 4 days to 10 months 26 days). Families were recruited from birth
announcements printed in local newspapers and from advertisements. All infants included in the
final sample were exposed to English as their primary language. An additional 8 infants were
tested but excluded for the following reasons: infants cried or were excessively fussy (n = 5),
infants produced fewer than 5 vocalizations in any experimental period (n = 1), equipment
failure (n = 1), and failure to return for a second session (n = 1). Participants were given an
infant t-shirt or bib for their participation. Twenty infants were tested in each of the three (C-Var,
C-Rep, YC) conditions. Infant gender was counterbalanced across conditions.
Apparatus. Infants were tested in large laboratory playroom (3.7 m x 5.5 m) containing a
toybox, play mat, and infant toys. Thus infants were not forced to interact with their caregivers;
they could become distal and explore the toys in the room. Sessions were videorecorded via
three remotely-controlled wall-mounted digital cameras routed to a video mixer. To obtain highquality recordings of infant vocalizations, each infant wore a pair of denim overalls that
concealed a microphone and small wireless transmitter. Each caregiver wore a wireless
microphone on her collar with the transmitter concealed in a pouch worn at his/her waist. During
the second session, the experimenter instructed caregivers via wireless headphones.
Stimuli. To obtain accurate exemplars of the speech stimuli, we recorded a native speaker of
Yoruban speaking a list of VCV-structured Yoruban words. At the beginning of the second
session, a CD player was used to play this list of Yoruban words for all caregivers. In the C-Rep
condition, we used one of the three Yoruban words most representative of the full list in terms of
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the vowels and consonants that they contained (i.e. [ag!], [etɪ], [ɛnu]). The three words were
then counterbalanced across infants. A Macintosh Powerbook was used to play Quicktime sound
files of the Yoruban words to cue the caregivers.
Yoked control procedure. In the YC condition, the form and timing of caregivers’ responses
were yoked to those of a randomly-selected C-Var caregiver12. To control the timing of YC
caregivers’ responses, we created a CD track of each C-Var caregivers’ contingent utterances.
Extraneous sounds such as infant vocalizations and toy noises were removed while preserving
the timing of caregivers’ speech. During the social response period, these CD tracks were played
back to the yoked control caregivers over the wireless headphones. Yoked control caregivers
were asked to repeat the vocalizations that they heard over their headphones while getting closer
to, touching, and smiling at their infants. Thus the YC caregivers responded using the same
Yoruban words and timing as the C-Var caregivers with whom they were paired, and their
infants received the same amount and type of social feedback as the C-Var infants, but the
feedback was not synchronized with their vocalizations.
Vocalization coding. Infant vocalizations were categorized by one of 7 coders, who were first
trained until they exceeded 90% reliability with the first author. To assess the phonological
patterns in infants’ babbling, we tallied each infant’s vocalizations in each experimental period.
Each vocalization that contained consonants and vowels was identified as beginning with a
consonant or with a vowel. Vocalizations that began with a consonant were coded as having
English phonological structure (EPS); vocalizations that began with a vowel were coded as
having Yoruban phonological structure (YPS). The number of CV-structured syllables of each
type was calculated separately for each infant in each experimental period. Analyses were
conducted on the proportion of syllables with YPS to total number of syllables with CV64

structure. To assess reliability, a second coder independently re-scored the phonological patterns
of infants’ vocalizations for 20% of sessions. Reliability in classification of infant vocalizations
was .96 (range .87- 1.00).
Measuring vocal imitation. To calculate matching during the social response period, we
phonetically transcribed infant vocalizations and caregivers’ utterances using the International
Phonetic Alphabet. Transcriptions were made by one of four coders who had received extensive
training with the IPA. Reliability was calculated for 20% of sessions (mean reliability = .92,
range .84 - .96). From the transcripts of the social response period, we counted the number of
infant phones in each vocalization. We then compared each infant utterance to the caregiver’s
previous utterance. We counted the number of infant phones that matched any phoneme in the
caregiver’s previous utterance, divided by the number of phones in the infant utterance. When
calculating matching scores, we gave infants credit for partial matches. Thus, if a caregiver said
[aba], and the infant’s next utterance was [bu], the infant received credit for producing a match in
one of his two phones (match score = 50% for that utterance). Each infant received a mean
matching score that averaged matching scores across all utterances in the social response period.

Results
To assess the effects of input variability on vocal learning, we conducted a 2 (Condition:
C-Var, C-Rep) x 2 (Period: Baseline-1, Social Response) mixed ANOVA on the proportion of
CV-structured syllables with Yoruban (VCV) phonological structure (YPS) to total number of
CV-structured syllables. There was a significant interaction of Condition x Period (F1,38 = 6.44,
P = .02, !p2 = .15). We followed up the interaction with tests of simple main effects on
condition. For infants in the C-Var condition, there was a significant effect of period on
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proportion of YPS vocalizations (F1,19 = 16.70, P = .001, !p2 = .47, Figure 1). C-Var infants
increased their production of YPS vocalizations from Baseline-1 to Social Response. A
significant number (14 out of 20) of C-Var infants followed this pattern, Wilcoxon signed-rank z
= -3.35, P = .001. In contrast, infants in the C-Rep condition did not show significant changes in
proportion of YPS vocalizations across periods (F1,19 = .15, P = .71). Thus only the C-Var
infants showed learning of the new phonological pattern.
We then assessed the effects of contingency on learning by testing a group of infants in a
yoked control (YC) condition. Input for YC infants was matched in form and timing to that of
the C-Var group, but was not contingent on their vocalizations. To assess vocal learning, we
conducted a 2 (Condition: C-Var, YC) x 2 (Period: Baseline-1, Social Response) mixed ANOVA
on the proportion of CV-structured syllables with YPS to total number of CV-structured
syllables. There was a significant interaction of Condition x Period (F1,38 = 4.57, P = .04, !p2 =
.11, Figure 1). Tests of simple main effects on condition showed that infants in the C-Var
condition significantly increased production of YPS vocalizations from Baseline-1 to Social
Response. In contrast, YC infants did not show significant changes in proportion of YPS
vocalizations across periods (F1,19 = .01, P = .94). Thus contingency is a necessary component of
social feedback that facilitates learning. Additional analyses showed that the groups did not
differ in initial level of production of YPS vocalizations, and the C-Var infants maintained their
level of YPS production into the second Baseline period.
To assess whether differences in learning across conditions were due to pre-existing
differences at baseline, we conducted a one-way ANOVA with condition as a factor on
proportion of YPS vocalizations in Baseline-1. There was no significant main effect of
condition, F (2, 57) = .71, p = .50, !p2 = .02. Thus the three groups had similar levels of YPS
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vocalizations during Baseline-1.
To test the stability of YPS production over the three periods, we conducted one-way
ANOVAs on infants’ proportion of YPS vocalizations. For the C-Var infants, there was a
significant main effect of period, F (2, 38) = 5.67, p = .007, !p2 = .23 (Figure 1). These infants
increased their production of YPS from Baseline-1 to Social Response, Tukey’s post-hoc test p <
.05. There was no significant difference in production of YPS between Social Response and
Baseline 2. For C-Rep infants, there was no significant effect of period, F (2, 38) = 1.28, p =
.29. For YC infants, there was also no significant effect of period, F (2, 38) = .004, p = .996.

Figure 3.1. Mean proportion of syllables with Yoruban phonological structure (YPS) by condition.
YPS syllables are vowel-consonant-vowel (VCV) in form. C-Var denotes infants who experienced
contingent social feedback with variable speech. These infants received a different Yoruban word each
time they vocalized. C-Rep denotes infants who received contingent feedback with repetitive speech.
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They received the same Yoruban word each time they babbled. YC denotes yoked control infants. They
received feedback that was identical to the C-Var group in amount and timing, but the feedback was
contingent on their vocalizing. Error bars are s.e.m. *** P = .001.

Was the C-Var infants’ increase in YPS vocalizations due to statistical learning and
generalization of the Yoruban pattern, or to mimicry of their caregivers’ speech? For each
caregiver utterance during the Social Response period, we measured the amount of matching
between the caregivers’ phonemes and the phones of the infant vocalization that immediately
followed. To compute a chance level of vocal matching, we shuffled the sequences of
vocalizations to create a random distribution of pairs of caregiver-infant vocalizations. The
observed amount of infant vocal mimicry (M = 15.10%, SD = 12.48%) was not significantly
different from chance (M = 12.32%, SD = 12.22%, t(18) = .70, P = .49).

Discussion
Infants’ production of a rare phonological structure was rapidly facilitated by social
feedback that was contingent on babbling and contained phonemic variability. Only C-Var
infants modified their vocal repertoires from the Baseline-1 to the Social Response periods,
learning to reliably produce the Yoruban VCV form. These changes were maintained throughout
the Baseline-2 period. Neither the C-Rep nor the YC infants changed their phonological
repertoires, indicating that neither contingency nor exemplar variability alone was sufficient to
promote learning. When C-Var infants produced Yoruban speech, they generalized the VCV
pattern to new combinations of phonemes that were not present in the social feedback. For
example, if the caregiver said [ada], the next infant vocalization might be [igi]. Infants thus
picked up on phonological regularities in their caregivers’ speech and used these patterns to
guide their vocalizations. They did not mimic the same phonemes produced by their parents.
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These data support socially guided statistical learning as a mechanism of prelinguistic vocal
development and early language learning.
Our finding of non-imitative learning stands in contrast to previous reports of infants
mimicking vowel sounds presented in isolation (Kuhl & Meltzoff, 1996; Legerstee, 1990). The
difference between the present data and previous findings is not a question of the phonemic
complexity of the exemplars, as previous research (Goldstein & Schwade, 2008) found that
infants presented with a varying set of vowels also generalized to phonemes that did not match
mothers’ previous utterances. The key difference seems to be the amount of variability in the
input. In general, across multiple domains, infants and adults show greater generalization of
learning when given more variability in the training exemplars (Gómez, 2002; Tenenbaum &
Griffiths, 2001; Rost & McMurray, 2009). Studies of artificial grammar learning show strong
effects of variability on infants’ recognition of patterns in the input. For example, increasing the
variability of adjacent elements in an artificial grammar facilitates learning of nonadjacent
dependencies (Gómez, 2002; Gómez & Maye, 2005).
The present study adds an important dimension to our understanding of language
development beyond that provided by speech perception studies, which do not require contingent
presentation for infants to successfully identify patterns of sounds (Gómez,2002; Marcus,
Vijayan, Bandi Rao, & Vishton, 1999; Saffran & Aslin, 1996; Saffran & Thiessen, 2003). Why
does contingency facilitate speech production but, seemingly, not perception? Social contingency
is important for facilitating shared attention, which promotes learning (Kuhl, 2007; Meltzoff,
Kuhl, Movellan, & Sejnowski, 2009; Movellan & Watson, 2002). In addition, contingency
typically makes infants’ and caregivers’ utterances temporally proximate, which may facilitate
infants’ comparison of their own sounds with those of others (Goldstein & Schwade, 2008).
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Because creating a new utterance that follows a phonological pattern is more difficult than
recognizing an example of the pattern, contingency may be more useful for production than
perception. However, the role of contingency in facilitating perception has received little
attention, so there may be effects on perception as well.
Social contingency also enhances the reward value of early vocalizing (Goldstein,
Schwade, & Bornstein, 2009) and points to the importance of subcortical brain regions such as
the basal ganglia in learning language. For example, contingent feedback that activates rewardrelated striatal regions facilitates learning of non-native phonological contrasts in adults
(Delgado, Nystrom, Fisell, Noll, & Fiez, 2000; Tricomi, Delgado, McCandliss, McClelland, &
Fiez, 2006). An infant experiencing consistent feedback from caregivers for babbling will learn
expectations for social events (e.g. adult speech) that follow vocalizing. These expectations may
drive further learning about speech, as neural circuits underlying reward-based learning have
been found to play a role in information-seeking (Bromberg-Martin & Hikosaka, 2009). The
expectation of a reward activates the same neural regions – mid-brain dopamine neurons – as the
reward itself (Bromberg-Martin & Hikosaka, 2009). The present findings implicate an important
role of reward, prediction, and its associated subcortical circuitry in learning language.
These data are the first experimental evidence of prelinguistic vocal learning from
distributional input. The findings support socially guided statistical learning as a crucial
mechanism of phonological development, providing a pathway for social interaction to influence
language acquisition. The consistent reactions of caregivers to babbling (Goldstein & West,
1999) and the statistical structure of caregivers’ naturally-occurring social behavior is related to
advances in early language (Pereira, Smith, & Yu, 2008). Thus, from the earliest stages,
language is a socially situated process.
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CHAPTER 4

THE ROLE OF LOCOMOTION IN THE SOCIAL FACILITATION OF VOCAL
DEVELOPMENT

Abstract
Compared to infants who cannot move independently, locomoting infants vocalize more
and engage in more frequent social interaction (Gustafson, 1984). What mediates the relation
between the development of locomotion and vocal communication? We hypothesized that
caregivers are sensitive to their infants’ ability to move independently, thus manipulations of
infant locomotor status will change parental behavior. Parents of newly locomoting infants are
motivated to be more vigilant and as a result engage in more contingent social interaction,
providing their infants with greater vocal learning opportunities. This in turn should facilitate
vocal development in locomoting infants. In Experiment 1, we assessed the prelinguistic
repertoires of two groups of age-matched 9-mo-old infants who differed in their ability to
locomote. We found that independently locomoting infants had greater proportions of advanced
vocalizations in their prelinguistic repertoires. The total number of vocalizations across the two
groups was not different. In Experiment 2, we directly manipulated the locomotor status of 11month-old infants. When mobile, infants’ repertoires had a larger proportion of canonical
syllables than when they were immobile. Caregiver behavior was also sensitive to infant
locomotor capabilities. Mothers increased the number of multi-modal initiations (involving both
verbal and non-verbal components such as handing the infant an object while naming it) when
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their infants were in the mobile condition. In summary, parents of locomoting infants initiated
more interactions with them and their infants produced higher proportions of advanced
vocalizations. We propose that increases in locomotor ability facilitate vocal development
through changes in the dynamic of parent-infant interaction.

Introduction
The onset of self -produced locomotion is perhaps one of the most dramatic changes in
the first year of an infant’s life. After a lifetime of limitations, this new biomechanical advantage
literally opens up a world of possibility for the infant. Early development encompasses multiple
ongoing change processes that scale the body as well as the brain of the infant organism. Within
the dynamical systems approach to the study of development as laid out by Thelen and Smith
(1994), no solitary factor is responsible for the trajectory of development. Instead, multiple
activity dependent developmental processes act in tandem to integrate perception, action and
cognition (Thelen and Smith, 1994). In this view, development is an emergent property of the
self-organization of multiple synchronous processes. Self-produced locomotion is one such
activity dependent developmental process that itself catalyses developmental changes in multiple
domains such as social communication, perception and affect (Piaget, 1954).
An average infant has travelled half the length of Manhattan in crawling steps by the time
she is 10 months old (Adolph, 2005). The wealth of experience that the developing infant brain
(and body) accumulates as a result of these journeys is immense. Once infants start to locomote,
they are able to explore the limits of their own motor skills as well as the opportunities that the
surfaces they encounter afford for learning (Gibson, 1988). The ability to explore objects in the
environment from multiple vantage points (Adolph, 1997) probably goes hand in hand with the
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ability to interact with many more objects that are now within reach. Recent evidence has
indicated that increasing motor skill such as self-sitting and object manipulation guide the
perceptual learning of objects as 3-dimensional forms. (Soska, Adolph and Johnson, 2010).
Similarly, individual variation in infants’ actions on objects predicts their ability to discern the
boundaries between novel objects in a segmentation task (Needham, 2000). Thus the ability to
explore objects makes for more robust knowledge of the environment. The onset of locomotion
also enhances infants’ memory formation skills (Rovee-Collier, 1996; Herbert, Gross, and
Hayne, 2006; Gross, Hayne, Perkins and MacDonald, 2006), and earlier onset of locomotor
(walking) skills has been associated with greater increases in infant autonomy (Biringen et al.
2008) as well as with greater cognitive advancement. The effect of independent locomotion on
cognition is perhaps best demonstrated by the difference in infants’ ability to succeed at multiple
variations of the A-not-B spatial search task as a function of locomotor experience (Horobin and
Acredolo 1986; Bertenthal, Campos and Barrett, 1984; Kermoian & Campos, 1988; Bertenthal
and Campos, 1990; Tao and Dong, 1997). It has been suggested that changes in the ability to
locomote facilitate infant ability to attend to the most relevant task features (Campos et al.,
2000).
Infants who engage in self-produced exploration of the environment also find themselves
distal from their caregivers (Gustafson, 1984) and this experience further facilitates social and
cognitive development (Campos et al., 2000). Socially, infants display greater sociability and
affectionate behavior after they start locomoting independently (Campos, Kermoian, &
Zumbahlen, 1992). Infants with locomotor experience display increased ability to follow point
and gaze gestures than age matched control infants and generally show greater distal
attentiveness to affective communication from parents or events such as parental departure
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(Campos, Kermoian and Zumbahlen, 1992; Campos et al. 1997
The dynamic of parent-child interaction also changes, with both parents and infants
undergoing behavioral changes such as increased interactive play after the onset of independent
locomotion (Campos et al., 2000). Infants display increased social referencing (Campos and
Stenberg, 1981). Parents increase their use of specific affective contours in verbal
communication as well as their displays of physical affection (Campos, Kermoian, &
Zumbahlen, 1992). Recent data has also indicated that newly locomoting infants use social
referencing while making decisions about motor actions, especially when faced by uncertainty in
terms of locomotor capability (Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2008). Thus infants at this age are
developing the ability to integrate information from motor and social domains. Correspondingly,
their social environment (caregivers) also starts to change in response. For example, caregivers
tailor their verbal communication, to match the infant’s locomotor ability and age (Karasik et al.,
2008).
It is not surprising that caregivers are aware of their infants’ locomotor abilities and
provide social information to the infants in accordance with this knowledge. Given parents’
ability to predict intentional behaviors in infants such as coordinated reaching and grasping by
the time infants are 9 months old (Reznick et al., 1988), independent locomotion is probably
viewed as goal-directed behavior by caregivers. Parents tend to believe that infants will attempt
locomotor tasks that lie outside their proficiency level such as attempt to crawl down an
impossibly steep slope (Ishak et al., 2007). Thus it seems reasonable to assume that an increase
in parental vigilance would accompany infant self-produced locomotion. Infants are much more
likely to cause themselves accidental harm once they are able to move around on their own.
Indeed, there is some comparative data from both altricial and precocial species to indicate that
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changing locomotor ability and the proximity of the infant to the mother changes maternal
vigilance. For instance, in the Chimpanzee, the level of maternal vigilance is higher when a
dependent infant is separated from its mother than when s/he was in contact with the mother
(Kutsukake, 2006). Similarly, increased maternal reactivity/anxiety to infant departures has been
noted in three different species of macaques (Maestripieri, 1993). In a precocial species, the
Alaskan Moose, females with active juveniles are more vigilant than those with inactive young
(White and Berger, 2001). In humans, does increased vigilance on the part of the caregiver(s)
alter the dynamic of the social interaction between infants and their caregivers? If so, does this
altered social dynamic influence other ongoing developmental processes, such as vocal
communication, that rely on social learning?
Arguably the most important socially motivated process that is ongoing at this time is
vocal learning. However, the interaction of independent locomotion with communication and
language has received little attention. One reason for this is that development of early speech and
language were thought to proceed in the absence of social learning. Early work in the field of
vocal development looked at maturational changes of the oropharyngeal tract during the first
year of life and correlated these with the production of successively more advanced sounds
(Kent, 1976, 1981, 1992). These approaches did not seek the socio-environmental factors that
drove the development of vocal communication.
There is now a wealth of data that highlights the ubiquitous nature of social interaction in
infant vocal learning processes. Social interactions are characterized by highly salient and
structured components that attract and utilize infant attention to facilitate linguistic development.
Caregivers use exaggerated infant-directed (ID) prosodic contours in their speech to infants
(Fernald & Simon 1984; Fernald et al., 1989) and ID speech has been shown to effectively
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engage infant attention (Kuhl, Coffet-Corina, Padden, & Dawson, 2005) and modulate infant
affect (Fernald, Kermanschachi & Lees, 1984). ID speech has also been shown to aid word
segmentation (Thiessen, Hill, & Saffran, 2005) and support phonetic category learning (Werker
et al., 2007). Similarly, contingent responsiveness from caregivers facilitates developmental
transitions to more advanced sounds along the developmental trajectory of prelinguistic infant
vocalizations. Recent work has shown that infants’ vocal behavior is sensitive to perturbations of
the social environment. Infants use contingent social feedback in shaping their prelinguistic
repertoires towards language-general acoustic features such as mature infraphonology (Oller,
2000; Goldstein, 2003). Similarly, the learning of language-specific features such as phonology
[the way the sounds of a language are structured] is also mediated by social reinforcement
(Goldstein & Schwade, 2008).
Indeed, turn-taking vocal interactions form a very early feature of parent-infant face-toface interaction (Papousek, Papousek, & Bornstein, 1985) and infants respond to social
contingency from a very young age, as well as show sensitivity to familiar contingency levels
based on the responsiveness of their caregivers (Bigelow, 1998; Bigelow & Rochat, 2006).
Speech from a live tutor is necessary for infants to learn phonemic contrasts in a foreign
language (Kuhl, Tsao, & Liu, 2003). It has been suggested that live interaction is facilitative
because social contingency aids learning by focusing infant attention on relevant features of
stimulus information (Kuhl, 2007).
The development of locomotion and vocalization are both ongoing in tandem during the
first year of an infant’s life. How does vocal learning interact with ongoing changes in infant
biomechanical abilities? Iverson and Thelen (1999) argued that early sensorimotor linkages
between speech and motor systems lead to their later cognitive interdependence. Later work
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building on this idea suggested that motoric behaviors such as gestures facilitate language
learning (Iverson & Goldin-Meadow, 2005). With regard to locomotion, recent work has
indicated that independent walking drives significant increases in infants’ social interaction and
vocal behavior (Clearfield, 2010). Our study extends these findings by examining vocal learning
as a socially situated process, with contributions from both caregiver and infant. Rather than
view increases in social interaction as a result of locomotor development, we believe that the
effects are bidirectional – the onset of locomotion changes the social environment in ways that
foster the development of communication. In our view, infants and caregivers mutually
collaborate to construct developmental advances in communicative competence.
The present study investigates the effects of the ability to locomote on infants’ social
interaction and vocal learning. The onset of independent locomotion creates significant changes
in the dynamic of the social interaction between infants and caregivers; locomoting infants
engage in more complex social interactions with their caregivers that include a higher number of
vocalizations and smiles (Gustafson, 1984). Social interactions in turn, shape vocal development
(Goldstein et al., 2010, Kuhl, 2007). Do changes in the social environment that result from direct
changes in locomotor capacity impact the development of infant vocal learning? Specifically,
would increased maternal vigilance, caused by the onset of independent locomotion in the infant,
lead to an increase in the amount of social interaction initiated by the mother, thus driving vocal
change? We hypothesized that increased maternal vigilance in response to increases in infants’
independent movement would cause changes in the caregiver-infant dynamic. As locomoting
infants get more distal, caregivers should initiate more social interaction with them, and this in
turn will facilitate vocal development.
Maternal initiation has been studied in the past as a form of stimulation with facilitative
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effects on social and cognitive development. Amount of maternal stimulation at 12 months of
age is related to infant habituation efficiency (Riksen-Walraven, 1978), hinting at some role for
this process in cognitive development. Further, infants who show greatest competence while
exploring have mothers that pay greatest attention to objects and events in the environment
(Belsky, Goode and Most, 1980). Previous research has shown that infant cognitive development
is correlated with mothers’ use of stimulation that involves objects in the environment (ClarkeStewart, 1973). Belsky, Goode and Most (1980) divided overall maternal stimulation into
“physical” and “verbal” stimulation and found that mothers showed a linear increase in the
amount of verbal stimulation they directed at their infants between the ages of 9 to 18 months
(Belsky et al.,1980). Infants who received increased overall maternal stimulation at 12 months,
showed more competent play 2 months after experiment completion (Belsky et al., 1980). It is
interesting to note that 9-18 months is precisely the age period during which most infants learn to
locomote. The ability to move through the environment enables infants to create many more
opportunities for social interaction with others, such as maternal labeling of objects. Might there
be a coupling between infant locomotion and the observed increase in maternal initiation at this
age?
If caregivers are sensitive to their infants’ ability to locomote, then manipulations of
infant locomotor status will change parental behavior. Parents of newly locomoting infants
should be more vigilant and as a result both engage in more contingent interaction, as well as
initiate more interaction, providing their infants with greater opportunities for vocal learning.
This in turn should facilitate vocal development in locomoting infants. As a first step, in
Experiment 1, we investigated the relation between locomotor status and prelinguistic vocal
development. To do this, we assessed the prelinguistic repertoires of two groups of 9-month-old
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infants who differed in their ability to locomote. Experiment 2 controlled for the effects of motor
maturation on the relation between locomotor and vocal behavior by manipulating opportunities
to locomote independently in 11-12 month old infants. If changes in locomotor ability directly
influence the structure of the social interaction between mother and infants, then infants should
change their vocal repertoires as a function of locomotor opportunity. Furthermore, if the
relationship between locomotor status and vocal development is mediated by changes in the
dynamic of the parent-infant dyad, then parents should change their behavior when infants
moved independently, with infant opportunity to locomote driving an increase in overall
maternal stimulation.

Experiment 1
Methods
Participants
Thirty infants (mean age, 9 months 15 days; range 8 months 28 days to 10 months 10
days) and their mothers participated in the study. The infants were divided into two groups (n =
15) based on their locomotor ability. These data were randomly sub-sampled from the identical
familiarization periods of two age matched subject cohorts. Each of these studies involved a 30minute naturalistic interaction session between a parent-infant dyad on two consecutive days
(Goldstein and Schwade, 2008; Goldstein, Syal, and Schwade, in review). The data for
EXPERIMENT 1 were obtained from an initial10-minute free-play baseline period on day 2.
Apparatus
The study took place in a 12 X 18 ft playroom containing toys and posters of
animals/cartoon characters on the walls. The large size of the playroom allowed infants to move
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away from their mothers such that we could assay the effects of infant locomotion on maternal
behavior. Dyads were recorded with three remotely controlled wall-mounted digital video
cameras, routed to a DV tape recorder by a video switcher that allowed selection of the best
camera angle. Each infant wore a pair of denim overalls concealing a wireless microphone and
transmitter that enabled us to obtain high-quality recordings of the infants' vocalizations.
Maternal vocalizations were recorded from wireless lapel microphone with a transmitter
concealed in a pouch at the mothers’ waist.
Procedure
Infant vocalizations were recorded during a 10-minute unstructured play session in the
playroom. Infants and mothers were free to move around the room. Mothers were asked to play
as they would at home.
Coding and analysis of infant vocalizations
Infant vocalizations were counted and scored for quality using the infraphonological
coding scheme described by Oller (2000). This system describes prelinguistic vocal forms using
both acoustic parameters such as formant transitions and qualitative descriptors such as phonetic
categories. Two infraphonological parameters of primary interest are resonance and consonant
vowel-articulation. The division of infant sound types according to their resonance includes
“quasi- or fully-resonant vowels”. Quasi-resonant vowels are nasalized and lack full vocalic
status because air is pushed through nasal passages and a closed/slightly open vocal tract.
Resonant vowels are normally phonated and produced with the full resonance of the upper vocal
tract. Consonant-vowel articulation is measured by the time lag between the production of a
consonant and a vowel sound in a syllable. A “marginal syllable” involves a slow transition
between the consonant and the vowel (>200ms) producing an unclear sound. A “canonical
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syllable” has a fast (<200ms) consonant-vowel transition and meets all the acoustic criteria for
fully formed adult speech. We further collapsed across infraphonological categories to create 3
categories of vocal production as outlined in the table below.
Table 4.1: Advanced sound categories and descriptions
Infant sound categories
Fully Resonant

Description of categories
Syllables that had a fully-resonant nucleus
Syllables that contained a consonant-vowel

Complex
articulation
Syllables with a fast (<200ms) consonant-vowel
Canonical

articulation and were fully resonant. Canonical
sounds meet all the criteria for adult speech.

We calculated three proportions corresponding to each of the above sound categories to
characterize each infant's vocalization quality: (a) ratio of fully resonant vocalizations to total
number of vocalizations, (b) ratio of vocalizations with CV structure to total number of
vocalizations, and (c) ratio of canonical syllables to total number of CV-structured syllables.
Results
The total number of vocalizations did not differ across the two groups (Mnon-loco = 25.08,
SD = 14.0, Mloco = 34, SD = 16.5), t(28) = 1.5965, p = .12). A 2(locomotion) X 3(vocalization
type) mixed ANOVA revealed a main effect of locomotion, F(1,28) = 13.97, p = .001 and a main
effect of vocalization type, F(2,56) = 10.67, p < .001 (Figure 4.1). Significant main effects were
followed up with Bonferroni-corrected planned comparisons of the effect of locomotion at each
level of vocalization type (corrected alpha = .017). Locomoting infants produced significantly
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greater proportions of resonant and canonical vocalizations than did nonlocomoting infants,
tresonance(28) = 3.28, p = .003; tcanonicity(28) = 4.19, p < 0.001. There was no significant effect of
locomotion on vocalization complexity, tcomplexity(28) = 2.29, p = .03.

Locomote
Yes

No

Proportion of total vocalizations

0.4

0.3

!!"
!!!"

0.2

0.1

0.0

Fully Resonant

Complex

Canonical

Vocalization Type

Figure 4.1: Locomoting infants produce significantly higher proportions (Mean + 1 SE) of
resonant and canonical utterances than age-matched non-locomoting counterparts. Asterisks indicate a
significant difference between groups, **p < .01, ***p < .001.

Discussion: Experiment 1
Experiment 1 examined connections between locomotor and vocal ability. We compared
the vocal repertoires of two groups of infants who did not differ in terms of age or total number
of vocalizations. We analyzed the effects of infants’ locomotor status on the acoustic form of
their prelinguistic vocalizations. Infants who were able to locomote produced higher proportions
of fully-resonant and canonical vocalizations. While locomoting infants did not produce a higher
proportion of more complex sounds than non-locomoting infants, our complexity category was
the broadest measure of vocal quality, in that it contained the widest developmental range of
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sound types. The measure included all sounds with consonant-vowel articulation, including both
canonical (mature) and marginal (immature) syllables. The developmental breadth of the
complexity category likely obscured differences between the locomotor groups.
With respect to canonical and resonant vocalizations, it is important to note that these
infants did not produce more sounds than their age-matched non-locomotor counterparts, rather
they produced a higher proportion of more advanced sounds. Thus the ability to locomote is
related to the acoustic form of prelinguistic vocalizations. This effect is unlikely to be due to
maturational differences because the ages of the infants in our locomoting and non-locomoting
groups are not significantly different. However, this does not rule out the possibility that
maturation of the articulators is related to motor maturation in general. To address this, in
Experiment 2, we directly manipulated the locomotor status of a single group of infants.

Experiment 2
Participants
Sixteen infants, 8 girls and 8 boys (mean age, 11 months 13 days; range, 10 months 28
days to 12 months 2 days) and their mothers participated in the study. All infants were able to
crawl independently, 1 infant was also able to walk. The data from an additional 6 infants could
not be used in the as they became upset during the procedure.
Apparatus
The same apparatus as Experiment 1 were used. An additional upright activity center was
added to the experimental playroom. The activity center was placed along the center of one wall
of the room and was not moveable.
Procedure
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Infants engaged in a 30-minute naturalistic interaction session with their mothers, divided
into three 10-minute periods: Baseline, Immobile and Mobile. The order of the Immobile and
Mobile periods were counterbalanced across infants. During the Baseline period, mothers were
asked to play as they would at home. The purpose of the play session was to familiarize the
infant with the playroom and toys. During the session, the infant was allowed to explore the
activity center but was not placed in it. During the Immobile period, the infant was placed in the
upright activity center. During the Mobile period, the infant was allowed to freely move around
the room. The mothers were asked to remain seated on a cushion next to the activity center and
fill out a background questionnaire and the MacArthur Communicative Development Inventory
(CDI; Fenson et al., 1994) during both the immobile and mobile periods. This was done to
simulate a more naturalistic setting wherein mothers are not constantly engaged in an exclusive
interaction with their infants. The mothers were told that they were free to interact with their
infants but that they should also focus on getting the questionnaires done.
!"

#"

Figure 4.2 Experimental setup, A) Immobile condition, B) Mobile condition.
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Data coding and analysis
Infant vocal behavior: Infant vocal behavior was assessed using the same infraphonological
coding scheme as in Experiment 1. In addition to the first author, 4 coders were trained in
infraphonological coding and coded 43% of the data. Average pairwise intercoder reliability was
90% (range: 88-92) Additionally, interrater reliability analysis using Cohen’s Kappa was
performed to determine consistency among raters, average Kappa = 0.86 (range: .837 - .888) , ps
< .001.
Locomotion-associated vocalizations: To assess the temporal contingencies between locomotion
and vocalizing in the mobile period, all the vocalizations that occurred during active locomotion,
or in the 5 seconds immediately before or after a locomotor event, were coded as locomotionassociated vocalizations. The purpose of this coding scheme was to assess the relationship
between vocalizing and locomoting and whether either reliably followed the other. A 5 second
period was selected because contingent responses from caregivers that facilitate social learning
generally occur within 5 seconds of infant vocalizations (Bornstein et al., 1992). Therefore a
latency of 5 seconds between two events (in this case locomoting and vocalizing) is one that
infants can detect and learn from.
Maternal behavior: Maternal behavior was divided into responses and initiations. Responses
occurred within 3 seconds of an infant vocalization whereas the timing of initiations was not
related to infant vocalizations. Both categories of maternal behavior were further subdivided into
verbal, non-verbal and multimodal maternal behaviors. Verbal behaviors were coded when a
mother spoke to her infant. Non-verbal maternal behavior was coded when the mother engaged
in motor behavior such turning to look at her infant without saying anything. Multimodal
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behaviors involved both vocal and non-vocal components such as handing her infant a toy while
naming it. For example, if the mother spontaneously addressed her infant while pointing at a
Winnie the Pooh poster and said “That’s Pooh!”, it was coded as a multimodal maternal
initiation. If the mother responded to an infant babble directed at Winnie the Pooh and pointed
and said “Is that Pooh?”, it was coded as a multimodal maternal response.
Locomotion-associated vocalizing: As with infant behavior, maternal behavior directed at infants
was coded during the 5 second preceding, the 5 seconds following and during infant locomotion
in the mobile period. Average pairwise intercoder reliability for two additional trained coders
was 93% (range: 91-95) with the first author. Additionally, inter-rater reliability analysis using
Cohen’s Kappa was performed to determine consistency among raters, average Kappa = 0.89,
(range: .868 - .91) ps < .001.

Results
Maternal Behavior - Initiation: A 2 (locomotion: immobile, mobile) X 3 (initiation
category: verbal, nonverbal, multimodal) repeated-measures ANOVA on number of maternal
initiations revealed a main effect of initiation category, F(2,30) = 14.11, p < .001 and a
significant interaction between infant locomotion condition and initiation category, F(2,30) =
3.175, p = .056 (Figure 4.4A). To decompose the interaction, we conducted 3 tests of simple
main effects (Gravetter and Wallnau, 2009). For multimodal initiations, there was a significant
effect of locomotion condition, F(1, 15) = 4.99, p = . 04. Mothers directed more multimodal
initiations at their infants when they were mobile than when they were not allowed to move
around. For verbal initiations, there was a marginal effect of locomotion condition, F(1, 15) =
3.829, p = . 069. Mothers tended to make fewer verbal initiations in the mobile period. For
nonverbal initiations, there was no significant effect of locomotion condition F (1, 15) = .155, p
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= . 699.
Maternal Behavior - Response: A 2(locomotion: immobile, mobile) X 3(response category:
verbal, nonverbal, multimodal) repeated measures ANOVA on number of maternal responses
revealed a main effect of response category, F(2,30) = 9.58, p = .001 and a significant interaction
between infant locomotion condition and maternal response category, F(2,30) = 3.91, p = .031
(Figure 4.4B). We decomposed the interaction with tests of simple main effects. For non-verbal
responses, there was a significant main effect of locomotion condition on number of maternal
responses, F(1, 15) = 5.48, p = . 03. Mothers directed more responses to their infants when they
were mobile than when they were not allowed to move around. There were no significant main
effects of locomotion condition for mothers’ verbal and multimodal response categories, Fverbal
(1, 15) = 3.25, p = . 09 , Fmultimodal (1, 15) = .081, p = . 78.
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Figure 4.3: Specific changes in maternal behaviors (initiations and responses) across locomotion
conditions. A) Mean number of maternal initiations, in each of the three initiation categories (verbal,
nonverbal and multimodal) across the two test periods. B) Mean number of maternal responses, in each of
the three response categories (verbal, nonverbal and multimodal) across the two test periods. Error bars
represent + 1SE. *p < .05
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Mobile Period:
Maternal Initiations: Within the mobile period, infants were not moving all the time; locomotor
events were interspersed with stationary bouts. We tabulated infant and maternal behaviors in the
locomotion-associated period that consisted of the locomotion event as well as the 5 seconds
immediately before and after the locomotion event. Mothers made a higher number of initiations
in the locomotion-associated period (M = 29.31, SD = 17.62) than when their infants were not
actively locomoting (M = 10.88, SD = 12.62), t(15) = 2.949, p < .01 (Figure 4.5A). To further
assess differences in the number of initiations mothers made during the locomotion-associated
period, we conducted a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA (locomotion-associated period: 5
sec before locomotion event, during locomotion event, 5 sec after locomotion event) on the
proportion of maternal initiations from the mobile condition that occurred during each of the
three locomotion-associated periods. There was a main effect of locomotion-associated period on
maternal initiations, F(2, 30) = 6.92, p = .003 (Figure 4.5B). The proportion of initiations
mothers made during locomotion events was significantly higher than in the 5 second periods
before and after locomotion, Tukey’s HSD, ps < .01. The proportion of maternal initiations in the
5 seconds before or after locomotion periods did not significantly differ from each other. To
assess the relationship between locomotion and specific categories of maternal initiations, we
conducted planned comparisons for each initiation category using separate one-way ANOVAs
with repeated measures on locomotion period. We found a significant main effect of locomotion
on non-verbal initiations in the locomotion-associated period F(2, 30) = 7.612, p = .002 (Figure
4.5C). The proportion of nonverbal initiations while the infant was actively locomoting exceeded
those in the 5-second time windows before and after locomotor events, Tukey’s HSD, ps < .01.
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Maternal Responses: Similar to the pattern of initiations, mothers made a higher number of
overall responses in the locomotion-associated period (M = 19.38, SD = 3.88, SD =11.95) than
when infants were stationary (M = 3.88, SD = 6.238), t(15) = 4.096 , p < .001 (Figure 4.5D). A
one-way repeated-measures ANOVA (locomotion-associated period: before, during, after
locomotion event) on the proportion of maternal responses revealed a main effect of locomotionassociated period, F (2,30) = 3.826, p = .033 (Figure 4.5E). Post-hoc tests indicated that the
proportion of responses mothers made during locomotion was significantly higher than (< 5 sec)
after locomotion but not significantly different from (< 5 sec) before locomotion, Tukey’s HSD
ps < .05. To assess the effect of locomotion-associated period on specific categories of maternal
responses, we conducted separate planned comparisons for each response category using oneway ANOVAs on the proportion of maternal responses with repeated measures on locomotionassociated period. Again, we found a significant effect of locomotion-associated period only for
non-verbal responses, F(2, 30) = 5.075, p = .013 (Figure 4.5F). Mothers’ proportion of nonverbal
responses while infants were actively locomoting exceeded those in the 5-second time window
after locomotor events but not in the 5 seconds before locomotion, Tukey’s HSD, ps < .05.
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Figure 4.4 Changes in maternal behavior in response to infant locomotion. A) Difference in overall
number of maternal initiations between stationary and locomotion associated periods. B) Changes in the
mean proportion of total initiations within each locomotion-associated period, C) Changes in the mean
proportion of nonverbal initiations within each locomotion-associated period, D) Difference in overall
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*p < .05
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Infant Behavior: A 2(locomotion: immobile, mobile) X 3(vocalization type: fullyresonant, complex, canonical) repeated-measures ANOVA on proportion of vocalizations
revealed a main effect of locomotion, F(1,15) = 13.804, p = .002 and a main effect of
vocalization type, F(2,30) = 18.712, p < .001. To investigate whether these main effects were
due to specific forms of vocalizing, we performed planned comparisons on locomotion condition
within each level of vocalization type (Bonferroni-corrected alpha = 0.0167). When mobile,
infants produced significantly higher proportions of vocalizations that met the criteria for
Resonance, t(15) = -3.101, p = .007, and Canonicity, t (15) = -3.298, p = .005. There was no
effect of locomotion condition on vocal complexity, t(15) = -2.653, p = .019; (Figure 4.6)
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Figure 4.5 Infants produced significantly higher proportions (Mean + 1 SE) of resonant and canonical
utterances in the mobile period than in the immobile period. *p < .05, **p < .01.

Mobile Period
Infants made a higher proportion of vocalizations during the locomotion-associated
period (M = 0.67, SD = 0.29), than when they were not locomoting (M = 0.33, SD = 0.28), t(15)
= 2.243, p = .04 (Figure 4.7A) Within the locomotion-associated period, a one-way repeated94

measures ANOVA (locomotion-associated period: before, during, after locomotion events) on
proportion of vocalizations yielded a significant main effect of locomotion F(2, 30) = 12.41, p
<.001. Post-hoc tests revealed that revealed that the proportions of infant vocalizations made
during locomotion were significantly higher than before or after locomotion, Tukey’s HSD, ps <
.05 (Figure 4.7B).
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Figure 4.6: Changes in proportion of infant vocal behavior across locomotion periods. A)
Differences in mean proportion of total vocalizations across locomotion conditions, B) Changes in the
mean proportion of total vocalizations within the locomotion-associated period. Error bars represent +
1SE. * p < .05

Mobile Period - Learning effect
We also analyzed learning within the mobile period by comparing the proportion of
advanced vocalizations during early versus late time bins within the mobile period. We divided
infant vocalizations into 4 time bins within the mobile period, spanning 2.5 minutes each (total
mobile period = 10 minutes). We then calculated proportions of "resonant", "complex" and
"canonical" sounds that occurred within these time bins. We compared the proportion of
advanced sounds between early and late time bins, which were:
1. Time Bin 1 (0-2.5 minutes) versus Time Bin 4 (7.5-10 minutes)
2. Time Bin 1_2 (0-5 minutes) versus Time Bin 3_4 (5-10 minutes)
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A repeated measures 3(Voc_Type) X 2 (Time_Bin) ANOVA did not reveal a significant any
significant main effects or interactions. Infant vocalizations are not significantly different across
early and late time bins.

Discussion: Experiment 2
Experiment 2 consisted of a real-time within-subjects manipulation of locomotion
opportunities to control for any maturational effects that may mediate the connection between
locomotor and vocal ability. Infants were placed in both immobile and mobile contexts in order
to assess the effects of the ability to locomote on both maternal and infant behavior. Our
hypothesis was that when infants were mobile, increased vigilance would cause mothers to
initiate more social interaction with them and this would in turn facilitate the production of more
advanced sound forms by the infants.
Mothers directed a higher proportion of initiatory and responsive behavior at their infants
when they were in the mobile condition. Mothers increased both their overall number of
initiations as well as multimodal initiations. There was a marginal decrease in the proportion of
verbal-only initiations from the mothers during the mobile period. In terms of responses, mothers
increased non-verbal responses i.e. looks towards their infants in the mobile condition,
supporting the idea that mothers were more vigilant when their infants are mobile.
We then assessed changes in both maternal and infant behavior in the locomotionassociated period during which infants were actively engaged in moving from one place to
another within the experimental playroom. We found that mothers directed more overall
initiations and responses at their infants during the locomotion associated periods than when the
infants were stationary. Specifically, mothers made the highest proportion of initiations during
locomotion, as compared to before or after locomotion during the locomotion-associated period.
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Non-verbal maternal initiations showed the greatest increase. Maternal responses during the
locomotion-associated period followed the same general pattern as initiations. Thus both
nonverbal initiations and nonverbal responses were significantly higher during active
locomotion, lending strong support to our vigilance hypothesis.
In terms of infant vocal quality, the results of Experiment 2 replicated and extended those
of Experiment 1; infants produced higher proportions of resonant and canonical vocalizations in
the mobile condition. In our assessment of the temporal relationship between locomotion and
vocalization in infants, we found that a greater proportion of infant utterances occurred in the
locomotion-associated period. Within the locomotion-associated period, infants made the highest
proportion of vocalizations during locomotion as compared to before and after locomotion.

General Discussion
Our experiments indicate that the changing dynamic of parent-infant interaction upon the
onset of independent locomotion mediates the effect of locomotor ability on vocal ability. In
Experiment 1, we found that infants who were able to crawl produced more advanced vocal
forms than age-matched controls who were not able to locomote independently. It has been
suggested that individual differences in the timing of developmental transitions, such as the onset
of independent locomotion, can affect wide scale changes in infant behavior (Biringen, Emde,
Campos & Appelbaum, 1995). In order to rule out these effects, we decided to assay the
behavior of the same infants in locomotor and non-locomotor contexts in Experiment 2.
We found that mothers increased their total number of infant-directed behaviors (both
responses and initiations) during the mobile condition. In terms of responses, they showed an
increase in nonverbal responses to their infants in the mobile condition. Specifically, mothers
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were most responsive while their infants were moving independently. Further, the highest
proportion of initiations occurred during infant locomotion. Since non-verbal maternal behaviors
were comprised of looks to the infant, all of these data support the idea that increased maternal
vigilance when the infant is locomoting brings about specific changes in maternal behavior. The
role of eye gaze in vigilance-related arousal is well known and is used as an index for anxiety
(Bradley at al., 2000; Mogg & Bradley, 2002). Thus increased looks directed at the infant when
s/he was mobile provide credence to the idea that mothers of locomoting infants are more
vigilant. Vigilance and attention are intrinsically linked (Lim and Dinges, 2008) and increased
attending to the infants causes increased maternal behavior directed at the infant, thus facilitating
vocal development.
Additionally, mothers made a higher number of multimodal initiation when their infants
were mobile. Multimodal initiations commonly involved labeling something in the room (toy or
picture). Mothers’ increase of this behavior towards locomoting infants ties in well with the idea
that caregivers are sensitive to changes in infant context. Locomoting infants interact with more
objects and are more social (Gustafson, 1984). In turn, mothers seem to initiate more complex or
multi-modal interactions and contain both verbal and non-verbal (looking/pointing/touching)
components. Mothers also showed a marginal decrease in the number of verbal initiations they
made in the mobile condition. While this may seem surprising, we think it derives from the
increased need to attract infant attention using multimodal cues. When the infant is immobile,
s/he is most likely to pay attention to the objects directly in front of him/her but this changes
when the infant is able to independently explore the environment. Previous work has shown that
locomoting infants direct increased attention at distal objects or events (Gustafson, 1984;
Campos et al., 2000). Gustafson noted that infants approached and explored previously
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inaccessible objects when allowed to move independently. Locomoting infants also look
significantly more at the parent and at distant toys as well as non-toy features of the room such as
posters on the wall (Gustafson, 1984).
Locomoting infants show an increased number of directed behaviors such as vocalizing
and smiling at adults (Gustafson 1984). These changes in infant perception and action are met by
changes in maternal behavior in ways that help to organize infant attention and facilitate infant
learning. Increased interactive play and social referencing at this time (Campos, et al., 2000,
1997; Tamis-LeMonda, 2008) serves to redirect infant attention to both proximal and distal
learning opportunities in the environment. An early study documented that 56% of maternal
vocalizations directed at 12 mo old infants were in response to infant exploratory behaviors with
mothers either questioning or labeling whatever the infant was looking at along with frequent
maternal labeling of objects upon the infant’s first encounter with them (West and Rheingold,
1978). Additionally, mothers spontaneously change their behavior to be more repetitive,
interactive and reinforcing when demonstrating new objects to 11-13 month-old infants (Brand et
al., 2002)
Thus once the infants are able to explore new objects in the world independently, mothers
needs to combine speech with action (multimodal initiation) in order to channel infant attention
to new learning opportunities. This ties in well with the literature on the role of intersensory
redundancy in early infant word-object mapping. Mothers typically provide infants with spatial
and temporal synchrony when presenting object labels and this helps object-referent matching.
(Gogate and Bahrick, 1998: Gogate, Bahrick and Watson, 2000; Gogate, Betancourt, Bolzani,
and Watson, 2000). One way in which mothers can aid invariance detection is by pointing to or
handing infants’ objects while labeling them and this is evidenced in their increase of multimodal
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initiations at the cost of verbal ones. It is conceivable that mothers label the same objects in
multiple contexts (such as rooms in the houses) once the infant starts locomoting and that this
further aids infant vocal learning.
It has recently been proposed that increased interaction with objects “sets a context for
attributing meaning to those objects via action” (Iverson, 2010). Is this aided by independently
locomoting infants’ ability to interact with more objects? Karasik, Tamis-LeMonda and Adolph
(under review) have noted that the onset of walking is associated with a change in the way that
infants interact with objects in the home environment – walking infants are more likely to bring
an object to their mother than crawling infants. Our study did not permit assaying the differences
between object interaction (number of objects, handling, object directed vocalizations etc.)
during the immobile and the mobile conditions because infants had access to many toys in the
mobile condition but only a limited subset of those in the immobile condition. A comparison of
object-directed behavior between infants in mobile and immobile conditions with identical
objects might shed light on the interaction of vocal and locomotor development as a result of
changes in infant ability to interface with objects in the environment.
While we expected to see increased overall maternal responsiveness to infant
vocalizations in the mobile condition, our data did not indicate that this was the case. Maternal
increases in responsiveness were limited to non-verbal responses that involved looks to the
infant. Other work has documented infant ability to learn more advanced forms of vocalizing
from silent caregiver responses (Goldstein et al., 2003) and one possibility is that the current
findings may derive from similar mechanisms. A second possibility is that the relative
proportions of mother-infant interaction that are formed by responses and initiations change at
the time of independent locomotion onset in infant development. Mothers might increase the
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number of initiations in order to direct infant attention towards learning opportunities. A third
possibility is that mothers become more attuned to newly locomoting infants’ exploratory actions
on the environment and shift some proportion of their responses to infant actions as opposed to
infant vocalizations.
Infants in Experiment 2 produced higher proportions of resonant and canonical
(advanced) vocal forms when they were mobile, akin to the findings of Experiment 1. Since
Experiment 2 used a within-subjects manipulation, it is highly unlikely that simple maturational
effects (that could have caused some infants to be more advanced in both motoric and linguistic
domains) drove the results of Experiment 1. The changes in infant vocal behavior when mobile
were intimately tied to changes in maternal behavior (outlined above). Previous work has shown
that specific changes in maternal behavior guide infant vocal development. Contingent responses
from caregivers facilitate the production of more advanced sounds from prelinguistic infants
(Goldstein et al., 2003; Goldstein and Schwade, 2008).
Within the mobile period, infants made a significantly higher number of vocalizations
during the locomotion-associated period with a significantly higher proportion of vocalizations
coinciding with actual locomotion. Typically, an infant would spot a distal object or the parent
and then vocalize while moving towards this point of interest. Similar tight coupling between
vocal and motor behavior has been noticed in the links between rhythmical movements of the
arms and hands and reduplicated babbling in infants (Oller & Eilers, 1988; Thelen, 1996; Locke
et al., 1995, Iverson & Thelen, 1999). Infants show a sharp increase in rhythmic arm shaking at
the time of reduplicated babbling onset (Iverson, Hall, Nickel & Wozniak, 2007). It has been
hypothesized that early sensorimotor linkages between cortical domains involved in vocalizing
and motor movements of the hand lead to later cognitive interdependence between these
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activities (Iverson & Thelen 1999).
Early thought about the interaction between motor and linguistic function was largely
been dominated by the frame/content theory (MacNeilage) according to which modifications of
the ventral and supplementary pre-motor cortices allowed for the evolution of “speech frames”
from within the repertoire of mandibular cycles. However, this view does not account for
reciprocal influences in motor and linguistic advancement. From a neuroanatomical point of
view, it is likely the motor and language systems develop in tandem. Long distance corticocortical connections have been found between regions that subserve language and action such as
the links between left inferior frontal (Broca's) and superior temporal (Wernicke's) and dorsal
and ventral premotor cortices (Hickok & Poeppel, 2004). In addition the cerebellum, most
commonly identified with movement processes, both projects to traditional language areas such
as Broca’s (Leiner et al., 1989, 1993) and is activated during word production or word
association tasks (Peterson et al., 1989). Somatotopic mapping of the supplementary motor
cortex indicates that areas that are involved in arm and hand movement lie adjacent to areas that
regulate speech production (Fried et al., 1991).
Further support of the idea that motor and linguistic processes might be served by
distributed interactive functional systems comes from findings of embodied language processing
in adults. For example, reading an action word (such as “kick”) activates pre-motor and motor
regions that are involved in the actual execution of the action (Hauke, Johnsrude & Pulvermuller,
2004). The converse of this is also true, with activation in language-related regions (parts of
Broca’s area) during motor hand movement (Erhard et al., 1996) as well as thinking about motor
hand movements (Krams et al., 1998). All of these argue for combinatorial processing of
linguistic and motor processing in the brain that leads to the emergence of streamlined/seamless
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interactions between these two domains.
Relatedly, adults find it easier to make sensibility judgments when task completion
requires a physical action that is in the same direction as an action outlined in the stimulus
sentence (Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002). These results lend support to the idea that language is
embodied in the way that we perform the actions that are described in our words, and this has
found evidence in infants’ early word learning as well. Children’s initial uses of verbs encode
their own actions. Huttenlocher, Smiley and Charney, (1983) reported that in a sample of 16, 1 yr
10 mo to 3 yr 6 mo old children, 90 % of the total of 1066 utterances with verbs were produced
when the child was participating in the action. Similarly, when 2.5 yr old children are asked to
make category judgments about actions, they do so on the basis of their own actions on those
objects (Smith, 2005).
Within the embodied cognition perspective, the mind is an emergent property of the
interaction between the body and the environment it lives and moves in (Thelen, 2000). It
follows then, that changes in the ability to move through the environment would impact infant
learning of cognitive faculties such as language. The dynamical systems approach posits that
infants parse regularities in the world from the cross-correlation of multimodal experiences i.e.
the detection of structural or statistical patterns in experiences with the environment help infants
learn about the environment. However, it seemingly ignores one very crucial part of the infants
experience with the world – the caregiver. Of the multiple synchronous processes that selforganize for development to emerge, one process, is infant-caregiver interaction. It has recently
been hypothesized that two criteria must be met for infants to learn new sources of structure. One
is statistical regularity within a small time window (such as contingent and repetitive object-label
assignment) and the other is behavioral significance such as social salience (socially reinforcing
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label assignment from the parent) (Goldstein et al., 2010a). Social interaction increases
learnability by salience-tagging what needs to be learnt. In this view, parental behavior aids
embodiment by grounding early language in action. Parental presentation of links between
sounds and words to their infants coincides with their offering matched repetitive demonstrations
of an action that is denoted by the word. For example, saying “round and round and round and
round”, while demonstrating how a tape is wound around a tape roll (Yoshida and Smith, 2005).
An approach to dynamical systems theory that incorporates social context (i.e. changing maternal
behaviors as a control parameter in infant development) is a more accurate representation of the
environment that the infant learns from and in.
Our attempt in the present experiments was to study the infant as part of a social system.
We reasoned that changes in the social environment would drive changes in the infant. Maternal
behavior is sensitive to infant locomotion and the onset of independent locomotion in the infant
changes maternal motivations. Increased maternal vigilance leads to increased social interaction
between the mother and the infant. This change in caregiver behavior in turn creates more
opportunities to learn which infants capitalize on, thus propelling themselves forward on the
trajectory of vocal development.
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CHAPTER 5

BEGGING FOR SONG: SOCIALLY MOTIVATED VOCAL LEARNING IN ZEBRA
FINCHES

Abstract
We examined social motivation in song learning in the zebra finch, Taeniopygia guttata.
Young males most commonly learn the song of their fathers, even when other potential tutors are
available, unless the other tutors interact with and feed them (ref). In addition, young zebra
finches are nutritionally dependent on their fathers during the beginning of the sensitive phase
for song learning. Specifically, the father provides young with three things – food, interaction
and song. Could both food and social interaction serve as motivating factors that become
associated with the father and facilitate vocal learning? We made fine-grained behavioral
observations of father-infant interactions in the period immediately after fledging and before the
end of the sensitive phase of song learning. We focused on specific vocal behaviors that the
father engaged in while feeding the young. We found that feeding events tend to co-occur with
adult male song and the response of adult males to infant begging transitions from a higher
proportion of feeding-responses to a higher proportion of song-responses from Day 25 to Day
30. Further, over this time the increase in proportion of paternal responses that were comprised
of male song predicted song outcome measures at the time of song crystallization. We propose
that early interactions with the father that center around feeding help juveniles associate the
reward value of food with fathers’ song. Thus young male zebra finches are motivated to learn
the song of their fathers because the father is the one that feeds and maintains the greatest
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amount of social interactivity with them. As in humans, a socially motivated system of learning
guides vocal learning in zebra finches.

Introduction
Birdsong and human speech have long been considered parallel systems in the study of
vocal learning [Doupe and Kuhl, 1999; Goldstein et al., 2003]. However, compared to
investigations of the acquisition of acoustic structure, the role of social motivation in vocal
learning remains understudied. Locke speculated that affective exchanges with the caregiver act
as a passage-way for early language learning in human infants (Locke, 1993). Recent studies in
humans have indicated that vocal learning is shaped by social motivation. Infants learn
preferentially from conspecifics that engage in socially contingent interactions with them (Kuhl
et al., 2003) and there is good evidence that reinforcement embedded in social contingency
guides prelinguistic vocal learning (Goldstein et al., 2003, 2008). Other motivating features of
social interactions in humans, such as the prosody of infant-directed speech, are also known to
arouse infant attention and modulate infant affect (Fernald, 1985; other refs). Recent work in
comparative developmental neuroanatomy has pointed at homologies in the embryological
origins of human amygdala/basal forebrain limbic regions and avian song centers. These data
suggest that bird song nuclei are more soundly positioned in regions that typify social and
affective learning and regulation in mammals and underscore the role of social motivation in
vocal learning in both humans and avian species (Syal & Finlay, 2010).
The idea that social motivation derived from social interactions organizes vocal behavior
has received little attention in studies of song learning. Songbirds are typified by their ability and
need to learn their species typical song from the environment. While some species, such as the
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song sparrow(s), are able to learn from tapes, many require the presence of a socially interactive
tutor and it has been argued that learning from tapes constitutes a type of social learning as well
(Janik and Slater, 2000). Cross fostering experiments have shown that adult reinforcement of a
subspecies dialect can motivate the learning of that dialect, different from the bird’s own
(Freeberg, King, & West, 2001). Indeed, heterospecific tutors can reinforce the learning of
heterospecific songs altogether, even in songbirds that reject the audio-taped songs of alien
species, (Baptista and Petrinovich, 1986)
Zebra finches are monogamous pair-bonding birds that display biparental care of young
and live in large colonies (often ranging over a 100 birds) with individual families ranging from
4-6 members (Zann, 1996). Despite this large proliferation of potential song tutors, juvenile male
finches tend to learn to produce the song of their fathers4 (Mann and Slater, 1995). Similarly,
juvenile female finches, who do not sing, display a preference for the father’s song over the
songs of other males (Riebel, 2000; Riebel et al. 2002).
Although the majority of studies have concluded that young male zebra finches learn
their father’s songs, there is some evidence to indicate that they may learn from other males as
well in an aviary setting, leading to hybrid songs. In these cases, it was also noted infant finches
learn from males that often engage in interactive resource allocation - such as feeding - with
them [Williams, 1990]. Early cross-fostering experiments showed that young males
preferentially learn the song of a heretospecific foster father (in this case, a Bengalese Finch),
even when adult conspecific males could be heard nearby [Immelman. 1969]. This led
Immelman to propose that infant finches prefer to learn the song of the male with whom they
have a personal bond based on a provisioning relationship (Immelmann, 1969; Zann, 1997).

4

Zebra finches learn a single stereotyped song.
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While the sensitive period for song learning lasts up to day 65-80 in zebra finch males,
young that are isolated from their fathers after day 35 are still able to reproduce his song in a
manner akin to non-isolates (Bohner, 1990, Mann et al., 1991, Slater and Jones, 1995). Thus
zebra finches likely learn the main tenets of their song between fledging and day 35 (but see
Eales, 1985, 1987; discussion section of this paper). It has been noted that during this period they
remain dependent on their parents for both resource allocation (food) and adult social influences
(Zann, 1996). Thus the father normally provides young males with three things – food,
interaction and song.
Could both food and social interaction serve as motivating factors that become associated
with the father and thereby facilitate vocal learning? Here we studied the relationship between
resource allocation and the availability of song models in the zebra finch. We made fine-grained
measurements of social interactions between father and juvenile finches over developmental time
All birds were housed with their families in order to approximate all of the social degrees of
freedom they would typically have as closely as possible. Begging in zebra finches has
previously been studied in the context of the effect of begging cost on fitness (Parker et al.,
2002) and the impact of biparental versus uniparental care on begging and growth rate (Royle,
Hartley and Parker, 2006). To the best of our knowledge, the relationship between parental
responses to begging and song learning has never been examined prior to this study.
Our hypothesis was that young male zebra finches learn the song of their fathers because
the father is the one that feeds them and maintains the greatest amount of social interactivity with
them. We reasoned that specific features of the interactions of juvenile males with their fathers
must endow his song with motivational significance. Specifically, we wanted to assay for
temporal contingencies between feeding and the production of adult male song by the father.
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Materials and Method
We made high-resolution behavioral observations of father-infant interactions in the
period immediately after fledging and before the end of the sensitive phase of song learning. We
focused on specific vocal behaviors that the father engaged in as he fed the young.
Subjects and Housing
The subjects used in this study are part of a larger (ongoing) study cohort of 13 families.
Of the 13 families, recordings from the ages of interest i.e. Day 25 and Day 30 post hatching
were only available for 10 families. Of the 10, the recording from 1 family did not contain any
begging on day 30, and the recordings from another 2 families did not contain any begging on
day 25. Therefore, 7 families of zebra finches were used for this study. The data from all the
juveniles in any given family were pooled to obtain a family score for each of the variables. 5
families were used for the initiation and longitudinal analyses because the male juveniles from
two of the families died prior to reaching crystallized song. Families, consisting of a parent dyad
with 3-5 (M = 4) offspring, were housed in single-nest hatching (dimensions: 46 X 44 X 36 cm)
that were stacked on top of each other, 3 per column. At the mean age of 23 days, the families
were moved to a larger recording cage (dimensions: 62 X 43 X 36 cm), which were also
similarly stacked. The cages were kept in community zebra finch housing which provided for
visual and acoustic contact with birds from other families. Nest boxes were removed from the
cages between days 33 and 36 (M = 35.29) The age range for the offspring used in this study is
25-26 days for Day 25 analyses and 30-31 days for the Day 30 analyses of the begging/response
coding. Juveniles were kept with the family till an average age of 94.29 days (range: 84 – 99).
The cages were kept in laboratory rooms maintained at 21°C on a 12:12 h light: dark cycle. Food
and water in both conditions were available ad libitum.
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Recording
Families placed overnight in a recording room which contained a sound-attenuating tent
(size 140 X 98 X 80 cm) made of PVC pipe and sound attenuating foam. All recordings were
done next morning between 8 am and 12 pm to control for activity of the birds. Each family was
video recorded for 60 minutes per day after the offspring were fledged and recordings were
spaced an average of 3.58 days apart. The data presented in this study were obtained from
recordings made on day 25 and day 30. The recordings were made using a Sennheiser shot gun
microphone attached to a Canon MiniDV ZR930 camcorder onto Fujifilm DV Cassette miniDVs
at an audio resolution of 44.1 KHz. The tapes were ingested with a JVC Super VHS ET
professional deck at 32 KHz rate for digitization and behavioral annotation.
Behavioral Coding
Familial interactions surrounding feeding and song were annotated using ELAN:
EUDICO Linguistic Annotator Version 3.7.2 (Copyright ! 2001 - 2009 Max-Planck-Institute for
Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen, The Netherlands) which is also capable of frame by frame coding.
Specific behaviors that were coded included begging, feeding and adult male song. Feeding or
adults male song from the father was coded as a response to begging if it occurred within a 15
second contingency window following the termination of the begging bout. We also noted the
identity (based on band color) of the juvenile who initiated each begging bout.
Begging: We scored begging behavior according to (Muller and Smith, 1978) wherein
typical zebra finch begging involves the begging call, open mouth, tongue waggling and
head/neck rolling and body squirming. Begging behaviors that were separated by a gap of less
than 1 second were categorized as the same begging bout.
Feeding: A parent was scored as having fed a chick when it inserted its bill into the
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chick's gaping mouth and could be seen regurgitating, with characteristic heaves of the body.
Feeding duration lasted from the point at which the parent inserted its bill until it was withdrawn
from the chick's mouth (Royle, Hartley and Parker, 2006)
Male song: Adult male zebra finch song consists of 1 individual specific phrase
consisting of 3-14 elements learnt from the father and repeated, on average, 1 to 8 times (Slater
et al. 1988; Zann, 1996). All instances of adult male/father song in each 60 minute were
annotated. Song phrases separated by less than 1 second were annotated as part of the same song.
Song Quality
Mean juvenile age for recording of crystallized song was 138.7 days (range: 106-212).
Directed song was recorded in a sound proof room. After the last day of family recordings (Mean
= 95.5 days), the juveniles were put into same-sex aviaries with other inexperienced birds. They
were placed in the sound-proof room the night before the day of crystallized song recording and
on the day of recording, a female was placed in a neighboring cage in the room with them.
Directed songs were recorded for 60 minutes, which usually yielded at least 20 clear (without
background noise and female chirping) motifs. If the juveniles did not sing, the same procedure
was repeated the next day.
Measures of song quality were obtained using Sound Analysis Pro (SA+) software. The
SA+ software reduces song to set of five simple, one-dimensional measures: pitch, amplitude
modulation, frequency modulation, Weiner entropy and goodness of pitch. Since each of these
features has different units and statistical distributions, to arrive at an overall score of similarity,
the units for each feature are transformed to units of statistical distances. Euclidean distances
across all features can then be computed for frames (short units of time ~ 10 ms) and intervals
(larger units of time ~ 70ms) (Tchernichovski and Mitra, 2000). Under the default settings,
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“similarity sections” are neighborhoods of intervals in the similarity matrix computed by SA+
wherein the p value of Euclidean distance is less than 5% for all neighbors. The actual similarity
values are calculated frame-to-frame within the similarity section. SA+ computes similarity at
local (frame level) as well as at the section level. To obtain a unique similarity estimate, SA+
eliminates redundancy by cutting out sections that overlap with other sections that explain more
similarity. As the last step, SA+ computes final sections, which are superior similarity sections
that pass a final stage filtering in the analysis process by omitting similarity sections that explain
very little similarity (and are likely to be noise).
The overall combined similarity score computed by SA+ is a product of 3 components: %
similarity, accuracy and sequential match.
Overall combined score = Percentage similarity * accuracy * sequential match.
Percentage similarity: is the percentage of tutor’s sounds included in final sections.
Accuracy: The average local similarity score across final sections, accuracy is
quantification of the vocal match of acoustic features between the two songs, assuming that the
sounds are related.
Sequential match: Sequential match is calculated by sorting the final sections (as laid out
in the SA+ manual) according to their temporal order in reference to sound 1, and then
examining their corresponding order in sound 2.
For the purposed of our study, three individual scores as laid out above: accuracy,
percentage similarity and sequential match, as well as the overall combined similarity scores was
calculated for each juvenile male in an asymmetric comparison wherein song 1 was tutor (father)
song and song 2 was juvenile song at crystallization. The first 10 clear motifs from the fathers’
song recordings were compared to the first 20 clear motifs from juveniles. For our analyses, we
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used the default settings of the Sound Analysis Pro similarity module.

Results
In order to study the transition between begging and learning to sing, we decided to focus
on father-infant interactions at two time points during the sensitive period for song learning, day
25 and day 30. This decision was motivated by the desire to examine the later period of begging
because it is proximal to the onset of sub-song in developmental time.
Is the amount of begging different between days 25 and 30?
As a first step, we tabulated the total number of begging bouts and the changes in
begging over time. A paired samples T test indicated that the amount of begging across families
is not significantly different between day 25 (M = 12.00, SD = 6.08) and day 30 (M = 12.14, SD
= 7.53), t(6) = -0.079, p = .93 (Figure 5.1).
Who do the juveniles beg from?
We then assessed the different proportion of begging directed at the father and the
mother. Begging was aggregated over all the juveniles in each family. A paired T test revealed
that the overwhelming majority of begging is directed at the father (M = 0.85, SD = 0.19) with
one a very small percentage of total begging at this age being directed at the mother (M = 0.15,
SD = 0.189), t(6) = 4.89, p = .003 (Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.1: Changes in total amount of begging between the two ages: The amount of begging is not
significantly different across families, p = 0.93
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Figure 5.2: Proportion of total begging directed at individual parents. Juveniles beg significantly more
from the father, *p = 0.003

What does the father do in response to begging?
We annotated feeding and song behavior during begging bouts and in the 15 seconds
immediately following each bout. A larger proportion of begging bouts were responded to by
feeding at Day 25 (Mdn = 0.5) than at Day 30 (Mdn = 0.05), T = 0, p < .025, r = .88), by which
time, a change occurred in the fathers’ behavior. A Wilcoxon Signed-ranks test indicated that a
significantly larger proportion of begging was responded to by song at day 30 (Mdn = 0.5) as
compared to day 25 (Mdn = 0.25), T = 1, p < .025, r = .82. Both feeding and singing within the
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15 sec period following each begging bout also constituted a small proportion of the fathers’
response. While we were unable to conduct a significance test because not all fathers showed this
response at both ages, we noted that feeding always preceded singing when the father responded
with both food and song.
Can the link between begging and male song be explained by unrelated changes in singing?
This change in the father’s response could also be explained by chance pairing between
begging and song and/or increased singing from the father as the juveniles get older. To rule out
the first possibility, we compared the proportion of singing during/after begging to the proportion
of singing during randomly selected control intervals that were matched to the begging intervals
for frequency and duration. Each 60 minute recording session was divided into 240 15-second
bins. A random number generator was used to generate a number of onset times equivalent to the
total number of begging bouts for any given family. The 15-second bin that started at the
randomly determined onset time was then scored for the presence of adult male song. The
proportion of begging that received a song response is significantly higher than the proportion of
song that would be expected to occur by chance across the 7 families at both age = 25 days,
(Mobs = .2886, SD = .215) (Mrand = .0843, SD = 0.093), t(6) = 3.81, p = .009 as well as age = 30
days (Mobs = .61, SD = .258) (Mrand = .11, SD = 0.094), t(6) = 4.01, p = .007. A directional
Wilcoxon Signed-ranks test indicated that a significantly larger proportion of begging was
responded to by song (Mdn =_0.52) than could be expected by random chance (Mdn = 0.1) in
each of the families, T = 0, p < .01, r = .88 (Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3: The observed proportion of begging that received a song response is greater than what would
be expected by random chance on both days 25 and 30, *ps < .009.

Alternatively, the shift to a link between begging and male song at day 30 might be
explained simply by increased singing by the adult male at that age. To address this question we
tabulated the total number of male songs that occurred during our each of our recordings at day
25 (M = 19.85, SD = 17.87) and day 30 (M = 25.42, SD = 15.56). The overall number of songs
per 60 minute sample did not differ across the two different time points t(6) = - 1.041, p = .338
(Figure 5.4)
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Figure 5.4: The overall number of songs that the fathers sang did not differ across the two ages, p = .338

Does paternal responsiveness have longitudinal effects on song quality?
A stepwise regression analysis indicated that the difference in proportion of begging (M =
0.293, SD = 0.10) that received male song between days 25 and 30 is significantly correlated
with the combined score (M = 49.39, SD = 22.55) of song quality, R2 = .952, p < .001 (Figure
5.5A). Family membership alone was not a significant predictor of song outcome R2 = .266
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Figure 5.5: The difference in proportion of begging that received a song response between day 25 and day
30 is a predictor of song outcome at crystallization. A) Difference scores of all juvenile males from each
family correlated with combined song outcome score, R2 = .952*** B) Change in the proportion of
paternal response that was comprised by song in each of the 5 families.
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Discussion
After fledging, juveniles beg for food preferentially from the father. The father’s
responses to begging include feeding and song. The proportion of begging bouts that receive
song rises dramatically as juveniles grow older and enter the sensitive period of song learning.
The mean proportion of begging bouts across 7 families that received a song response was only
28% on day 25 as opposed to 51% on day 30. Co-occurrences between begging and song cannot
be explained by a chance association between begging and song or by increases in paternal
singing between the two ages. Additionally, paternal responsiveness as a whole does not differ
between the two ages across families, indicting that the increases in adult male song in response
to begging constitute a specific and directed change in the form of father infant interaction over
early development. We propose that the fathers’ responses to begging link the motivational value
of feeding with a song model over the course of early vocal development in juvenile zebra
finches. Further, fathers who make a bigger change in the their proportion of song-responses to
begging during the early part of the sensitive phase for song learning, rear sons who sing better
songs as adults. It is noteworthy that it’s the difference score between proportion of begging that
receives a song-response at the two age points that matters and not the overall amount of
responding. Thus fathers who make more significant changes in the form and patterns of their
responses likely endow their song with greater motivational value, causing it to be better learnt
by juveniles. While we only have the data for the juvenile males form this cohort, it would be
interesting to see if the female-siblings of these males show a similar greater preference for the
father’s song.
These data suggest that the father’s song holds motivational significance for juvenile
finches due to its association with food reward. The value of food as a fundamentally rewarding
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stimulus has been well documented across all studied species and acts through the dopaminergic
reward pathway in the brain (Wise, 2006). Dopamine is believed to act as a “reward-alerting”
signal that enhances the learning of appropriate behavioral reactions to the prediction of
upcoming reward (Schultz, 2002). Recent evidence has shown that dopaminergic neurons within
the VTA (ventral tegmental area) SNc (Substantia Nigra) and PAG (Peri-aqueductal gray), are
all activated in juveniles (d35) in response to tutor song (Nordeen et al., 2009). All of these areas
are involved in dopaminergic reward processing and are already known to respond to a number
of song related social interactions (Hara et al., 2007, 2009). Additionally, Nordeen et al. (2009)
found an enhanced effect of familiar tutor song (as opposed to unfamiliar song) on VTA and
PAG, leading the authors to propose that the association of dopaminergic reward with striatally
mediated synaptic plasticity facilitates the learning of tutor song in zebra finches. Earlier studies
from the same group have shown that exposure to familiar tutor song at day 35 leads to
phosphorylation of Ca 2+/calmodulin dependent protein kinase (CaMKII) in Area X of juvenile
zebra finches. Autophosphorylation of CaMKII is critical for synaptic changes that underlie
learning and developmental plasticity (Lisman et al., 2002; Colbran and Brown, 2004).
Intriguingly, the same neurons within the striatum that express CaMKII also express DARPP-32,
a dopamine signaling protein (Hein et al., 2007), again pointing to the idea that learning of a
specific tutor’s song is mediated through dopaminergic reward. Our results indicate that
association with food motivation from the father might catalyze the early establishment of song
as a rewarding stimulus.
The temporal contingency between juvenile begging and paternal song also fits in well
with numerous studies that have used song for operant conditioning Operant conditioning in
zebra finches is based on the reinforcing properties of song; conspecific song is reinforcing to
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zebra finches (Braaten and Reynolds, 1999) and song reliably reinforces the behavior that
precedes it (Stevenson-Hinde, 1973; Adret 1993 ; Houx and ten Cate 1999; Riebel, 2000;
Ritschard, Riebel & Brumm, 2010). ten Cate (1991) found that adult males visit a perch that
more frequently when it gives them exposure to song (from a tape) and also show a higher
preference for the reinforced perch than yoked controls. However, the songs that these birds
learn (in the absence of any other live tutor input) remain impoverished and resemble neither the
taped song, nor the songs of their fathers. Thus the typical social environment that finches grow
in facilitates song learning in additional ways. Our findings suggest that the reinforcing
properties of song are established via a food reward-song linkage in early development that is
shaped by father-juvenile social interactions.
In our experiment, the juveniles in each family consisted of both males and females.
Female finches are known to show a preference for song that is similar to their fathers’ (Clayton,
1988; Riebel et al., 2002). Our results provide a potential mechanism that could underlie the
establishment of this preference. It is possible that juvenile female preference gets established in
much the same way as juvenile males; females might prefer their father’s song because it is
associated with the motivational value of a food reward.
Early work with zebra finches showed that if males are removed from their fathers (and
all other sources of tutorship) at day 35, they develop a highly abnormal song whereas if the
separation is made after day 65, the father’s song that was learnt is retained. If the separation is
made at day 50 and a new potential tutor is provided, then a hybrid song is learnt (Eales, 1985).
Eales had suggested that this pattern results from an early priming effect of the father’s song
(before day 35) but that critical elements of the song are learnt later in development. In another
study, the same author found that males who were raised by their mothers and then introduced to
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their fathers at day 35, 50 or 65 learnt varying amounts of their fathers songs with only the day
35 group learning 100 % of the fathers song and the other two groups learning 70% and 75% of
their songs from the father (Eales, 1987b). An additional but separate body of data from the same
subject cohort has indicated that counter-singing between fathers and juveniles wherein the
father’s song follows juvenile song reinforces juvenile song and/or correlates with song outcome
measures. Further, wingstrokes and fluff-ups from the mother in response to juvenile song are
also correlated with song outcomes measures at crystallization (Menyhart et al., 2009).
Therefore, it appears that no one aspect of parental behavior is responsible for song learning.
Instead, vocal learning in the zebra finch is coordinated through social motivation derived from
the interactions with both parents, throughout the development to independence. Thus our data
complement Eales’s (1985, 1987) findings – we suggest that the priming effects of father’s might
be set up through food related interactions between fathers and juveniles early in development
and further crystallization of specific song elements is achieved through continuing social
interactions with conspecifics.
An idea that is central to the motivations driving this study is that the vocal learning that
characterizes a species occurs in the context of its specific developmental niche. Learning in an
ecological context arises from the interplay of environmental affordances and the learner’s
capacity to perceive such affordances [Gibson and Pick, 2000]. Socially motivated influences on
vocal learning illustrate the manner in which the developmental niche is structured. Under
normal circumstances, the adult males who are likely to be present within the sphere of learning
influences for infant males, and are in addition likely to acquire motivational valence for the
infant males via resource allocation and social interaction, are likely to be their fathers. Thus
learning of the father’s song is not indicative of an “innate” preference, but is instead indicative
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of structure (the presence of fathers who will feed and interact with the young) that can be
expected from the environment. We argue that the fact that in zebra finches, final termination of
the plastic phase of song learning is not determined by the completion of the song learning
process, but by the extent of social interactions with live tutors, supports this ecological
framework of song learning. If birds are held in isolation in sound-proof chambers, then
termination of the “sensitive” phase is delayed and these birds are capable of learning in
adulthood when a tutor becomes available [Morrison and Nottebohm, 1992; Slater et al., 1993].
In accordance with the idea that rearing treatment can prolong the period of song learning from a
tutor, rearing infant males in aviaries from which adult males have been removed, results in a
preservation of a high number of dendritic spines on neurons of the LMAN (lateral
magnocellular nucleus of the anterior nidopallium, a vocal song nucleus in the avian
telencephalon) for 3 weeks longer than controls [Wallhausser-Franke et al. 1995]. In normal
zebra finches, the number of dendritic spines per unit length in the LMAN decrease by over 50%
between day 35 and 95 [Nixdorf-Bergweiler et al. 1995]. These data indicate not only that the
presence of adult male tutors is necessary for normal song learning but also that there are some
social experiences that are expected to be present normal early rearing environment. In the
absence of these expected experiences, the developing system retains its plasticity – and this
likely conferred an evolutionary advantage to these birds (West-Eberhard, 2003)
Our results indicate that social motivation drives early vocal learning in zebra finches.
This is in agreement with studies of socially guided learning (Goldstein & Schwade, 2009) in
songbirds as well as humans wherein positive reinforcement from conspecifics facilitates the
development of more advanced forms. Female brown-headed cowbirds (Molothrus ater) provide
silent feedback that shapes the development of the males’ song. Silent contingent feedback from
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caregivers can shape prelinguistic vocal development in human infants [West and King, 1988;
Goldstein et al. 2003]. Female cowbirds selectively respond to more advanced vocalization and
thereby facilitate the transition to a developmentally advanced direction [West and King, 1988].
Similarly, human caregivers are more likely to respond to more advanced prelinguistic
vocalizations that contain more speech-like elements [Gros-Louis, West, Goldstein, & King,
2006]. In cowbirds, males that receive a wingstroke are significantly more likely to repeat the
song elements they had sung right before the wingstroke [West and King, 1988].
Since we were only able to make recordings of familial behavior post fledging, it is
currently unclear how early in development this link is first made. All of the fathers we studied
responded to some proportion of begging with song even at day 25, highlighting the possibility
that the change in response from food to song might be even more gradual, making the father’s
song even more salient. Indeed, this does seem to be the case for the 1 family from our study
cohort for which we have data at 5 different ages between Day 19 and Day 30 (Figure ref).
However, additional data is obviously needed before any real claims regarding the nature of this
developmental progression can be made. Further, we don’t know if the pattern of primarily
paternal responding to begging holds while the chicks are still nestlings. Zann (1996) had
suggested that mothers are responsible for a larger part of parental care while chicks remain in
the nest. It would be interesting to note if maternal provisioning in the nest bears any similar
temporal contingency with male song from the father as or after the mother feeds the young even
earlier in development.
We propose that in zebra finches, early interactions with the father that center around
feeding help juveniles to make the association between the reward value of food and song that is
delivered via the same source i.e. the father. Thus early interactions between the father and
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juveniles create opportunities for the song to gain motivational power. These data provide
evidence that socially situated motivation drives the learning of species typical vocal forms in
zebra finches.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
My thesis started with the assertion that language is a social construct and that this
derives from the fact that the motivation to communicate is contingent on the presence of social
conspecifics to communicate with. Further, it made the claim that social motivation is necessary
for the development of language and that a link between sub-cortical social reward and cortical
learning systems might have been the crucial evolutionary adaptation that led us to language. If
this is true, it follows that socially situated motivation should facilitate species-typical vocal
learning
Chapter 2 of this thesis laid out the theoretical framework that forms the basis for the
empirical chapters that follow. Using a comparative approach, both neuroanatomical and
behavioral data were presented from humans and birds. The ontogeny of avian song learning has
long served as a model system for human language (Doupe and Kuhl, 1999; Goldstein et al.,
2003). The proposed homology between most of the avian song nuclei and mammalian lateral
pallium (amygdala/limbic regions), along with behavioral data from studies of song learning,
provide evidence that motivation and vocal learning remain intrinsically linked in birds. Recent
evidence from humans about the importance of social motivation in language learning reinforces
this premise in human vocal learning as well.
Chapters 3 and 4 probed the role of social motivation in early vocal learning in human
infants. Chapter 3 detailed a study that extrapolated the role of social motivation to phonological
learning and found that socially contingent input from caregivers helped infants learn the sounds
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of their language. Chapter 4 found that changing maternal motivations feeds back into the
dynamic of mother-infant interaction and facilitated the learning of more advanced sounds.
Chapter 5 tested the role of social motivation in vocal learning in a songbird species, the
zebra finch in a more targeted manner than is currently possible in humans and concluded that
young zebra finches learned the songs of their father because they associated song with food
reward from him.

Chapter 3: The role of social motivation in phonological learning:
Investigations of both human (Goldstein et al., 2003; Kuhl, Tsao, & Liu, 2003; Goldstein
& Schwade, 2008a) and animal communication (Beecher & Burt, 2004; King, West, &
Goldstein, 2005) have shown that contingent feedback from conspecifics constitutes a socially
guided system of vocal learning. In the brown-headed cowbird, Molothrus ater, female cowbirds
provide silent feedback that shapes the development of the males’ song. Females selectively
respond to more advanced vocalization and thereby facilitate the transition to a developmentally
advanced song (West and King, 1988) Similarly, silent contingent feedback from caregivers
shapes prelinguistic vocal development in human infants (Goldstein, King, & West, 2003).
Additionally, human caregivers are more likely to respond to more advanced prelinguistic
vocalizations that contain more speech-like elements (Gros-Louis, West, Goldstein, & King,
2006) Thus the data from both of these vocal learning systems indicate that the development of
the adult repertoire of song(s) or speech is a socially distributed system of learning wherein
social reinforcement from conspecifics facilitates the development of more advanced forms.
Specific forms of contingently delivered vocal feedback cause infants to change
correspondingly specific features of their own vocalizations towards developmental
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advancement (Goldstein and Schwade, 2008a). In this study, the form of mothers’ responses
influenced infant vocal behavior. When mother responded with more resonant sounds, infants
produced more fully resonant vocalizations themselves. When mothers responded with sounds
that contained consonant-vowel (CV) articulations, infants increased the proportion of syllables
with CV structure. This provided early evidence that infants are sensitive to the phonological
patterns of the speech that they hear and are able to use social feedback driven learning to
incorporate the phonology of ambient speech into their own vocalizations.
The canalizing effects of ambient adult speech have been well documented (Best, 1994).
During the first year of life, infants develop perceptual categories that match the phonemic
contrasts of their native language (Jusczyk, 1992; Werker &Tees 1984). Cross-cultural analyses
have shown that both the vowels (Boysson-Bardies et. al, 1989) and the consonants (BoyssonBardies & Vihman, 1991) that infants produce are similar to their ambient language. Pragmatic
aspects of speech, such as the intonation patterns or the prosody that marks the babbling of
French and English infants also resembles that of their ambient language by 11 months of age
(Whalen, Levitt, and Wang, 1991).
Could socially motivated vocal learning be a mechanism that drives this change? Chapter
3 of this thesis addresses this question. If the answer to the above question is yes, then if infants
from English speaking households are presented with exemplars from a novel phonological form
in a socially motivated contingency paradigm, they should learn and incorporate these novel
phonological contours in their own vocalizations. The babbling5 of Nigerian infants commonly
!"Babbling

consists of a series of sounds that are developmentally immature and have not acquired all
the infraphonological and phonological characteristics of the adult sound repertoire (Oller 2000). It
has been hypothesized (Locke 1993) that babbling serves to maintain parental proximity and
promotes social exchange. There is further evidence that feedback from the caregiver provides
reinforcement of specific features of babbling that leads to the production of more mature and
speech-like vocal forms (Oller, 1976; Goldstein et al., 2003). Infant babbling is a predictor of the
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contains disyllabic vocalizations of the Vowel-Consonant-Vowel (VCV) form, as opposed to the
Consonant-Vowel-Consonant-Vowel (CVCV) form typically seen in French infants (BoyssonBardies, 1993). Thus utterances that follow the VCV phonology constitute a novel phonological
contour for English speaking infants. In the experiments outlined in Chapter 3, we cued
caregivers to respond to infant vocalizations with Yoruban VCV words while simultaneously
leaning in, touching, and smiling at their infants. We also manipulated the variability of the input
with one group of infants receiving a different Yoruban word for every maternal response and
another group receiving the same word each time. We found that only infants in the contingentvariability group learnt and produced the novel phonological form. Further, their productions
were non-imitative i.e. they extrapolated the underlying phonological rule – VCV – and
incorporated it into their own novel VCV vocalizations.
While earlier studies have documented infants learning of statistical information from
non-contingent presentations (Saffran et al., 1996; Marcus et al., 1999), it is important to note
that these studies tested infant perception and not infant production of new phonological
categories. Production of a novel acoustic form likely carries additional task demands over and
above those of perception of the new categories.
An additional source of difficulty in our study might derive from language specific
perceptual narrowing. 10-month old infants are not able to learn to discriminate non-native
phonetic contrasts from the same distributional input that 6-8 month olds can (Maye et al., 2002,
2008); they need double the exposure/learning time to make perceptual sensitivity judgments
about the same phonetic distinctions (Yoshida et al., 2010). Social feedback and reinforcement in
our paradigm would aid learning by sourcing infant attention and making the new vocal forms
onset of first words, which is correlated with the number of different canonical syllable in an infant’s
repertoire. (Stoel-Gammon, 1992)!"Recent evidence indicates that babbling also serves as an arousal
mechanism, enhancing sensitivity to perceptual information (Goldstein et al., 2010b)."
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more salient. Other work has shown that infants exposed to non-native speech contrasts show
robust and durable learning of the contrasts only if they are presented by a interactive social
agent but not if they are presented over video or audio (Kuhl et al., 2003) It was noted that
infants in the social interaction group in the above study paid greater attention to their social
counterparts than the audio-visual group infants (Conboy and Kuhl, 2007) and the predictive
value of social factors (shared visual attention) in the learning efficacy of Spanish phonemes and
words in English speaking infants has also been documented (Conboy et al., 2008) and thus
Chapter 3 provides evidence for the powerful effect that social motivation can exert on vocal
learning.
There are multiple sources of social motivation embedded within the experimental
paradigm used therein:
1. Contingent Vocal feedback:
Social stimulation contingent on infant vocalization has long been known to reinforce
infant vocalizations rates, and to a greater extent than stimulation that is not contingent
on infant vocal behavior (Poulson, 1983). Indeed, even a higher amount of noncontingent stimulation does not increase infant vocalization (Weisberg, 1963),
highlighting the specific role of contingency.
In adult humans, the caudate nucleus within the dorsal striatum is sensitive to
reinforcement of action and shows a robust response when subjects perceive a
contingency between their actions and the outcome of the task (Tricomi et al., 2004).
With specific regard to language learning, adult subjects who are given feedback during
training show activation of the caudate (Tricomi et al., 2006) and the feedback brings
about a dramatic boost in the learning of a non-native phonemic distinctions (McCandliss
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et al., 2002). The caudate is implicated in affective and motivational processing shows a
low incentive) with a significant correlation between feedback on high incentive trials
and caudate activation (Delgado et al., 2004).
By the time infants are 5 month old, they have learnt the “instrumental value of
babbling” and expect responses to their vocalizations (Goldstein et al., 2009b).
Contingency and appropriateness of maternal responses are positively correlated with
language outcome measures (Tamis-LeMonda, Bornstein and Baumwell, 2001; Rollins,
2003) and infants as young as 3 month old produce less nasalized (more mature) sounds
in vocal turn taking interactions in which adults respond contingently to them (Bloom,
Russel & Wassenberg; 1987; Masataka, 2003). It is easily conceivable that akin to adults,
these effects of social contingency are accomplished through recruitment of striatal
reward pathways in infants that act via modulation of infant motivation.
2. Physical reinforcement:
Within the social response period of the paradigm used in this experiment, mothers were
instructed to “repeat the vocalizations they heard over their headphones while getting
closer to, touching and smiling at their infants”. Therefore, in addition to the reinforcing
properties of vocal contingency, infants received 3 other socially motivating responses.
Approach and Touch: Research on the reinforcing properties of tactile stimulation
goes back to Harlow (1958) who showed that given a choice between two surrogates,
infant Rhesus Macaques who have been separated from their mothers show a preference
for a cloth “mother” over a wire “mother”. In humans, while vocal stimulation from
adults has consistently proven to be the most potent reinforcer, only tactile stimulation is
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also known to reinforce infant vocalization (Rheingold, Gerwitz and Ross, 1959; Staats &
Staats, 1963; Haugan & Mcintire, 1972).
Pleasant touch is known to activate the orbitofrontal and cingulate cortices, as
well as the striatum (Francis et al., 1999; Rolls et al., 2003). The OFC is believed to
encode the reward value of appetitive stimuli (Rolls, 1999; Rolls, Burton and Mora,
1980) and shows activation is response to a wide range of both primary and secondary
reinforcers such as positive and negative feedback (Elliott, Frith and Dolan, 1997), sex
(Redoute et al. 2000), music (Blood et al., 1999) and money (O’Doherty et al., 2001).
In classroom education research, tactile stimulation has long been used in
reinforcement therapy of children/adolescents with emotional/mental disorders (Bailey
and Meyerson, 1969; Clements & Tracy, 1974a; Clements & Tracy, 1974b) Specifically,
Clements & Tracy (1975) found that individual administration of tactile or verbal
reinforcement resulted in higher levels of attention to task and task accuracy with a
combination of both producing the highest effect. In an earlier experiment that followed
the same social response paradigm as the current study, Goldstein et al (2003) asked
caregivers to respond with only physical reinforcement i.e. approach, touch and smile
without any vocal feedback. In the light of Clements & Tracy’s (1975) findings, it would
be interesting to compare the relative amount of vocal development between infants who
received only physical reinforcement (Goldstein et al., 2003) and infants who received
both vocal and physical feedback (Chapter 3; Goldstein and Schwade, 2008)
Tactile stimulation (stroking) has served as a reinforcer in classical conditioning
tasks in both human infants (Sullivan et al., 1991) and rat pups (Sullivan & Hall, 1988).
Given that approach and tactile stimulation remained closely associated with vocal
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reinforcement within this experiment, hypothetically, infants could have learnt to view
touch/tactile stimulation as a reward-predicting stimulus. The role of dopamine in
behavioral reactions that are mediated by reward prediction as well as novel or salient
stimuli (which the Yoruban exemplars could well be acting as) has been very well
established (Schultz, 1999). It is also known that as the brain learns the association
between reward and the reward-predicting stimulus, the dopaminergic response it
transferred from the reward to the presentation of the stimulus (Schultz, 1998). The
dopaminergic signal from the substantia nigra (SNc) and the ventral tegmental area
(VTA) acts as global reinforcement for large parts of the striatum, the nucleus accumbens
and the frontal cortex and can be has been referred to as a “reward-alerting signal” that
activates numerous brain systems to learn “correct behavioral reactions to motivating
environmental stimuli” (Schultz, 1999). Thus it is possible that in addition to their own
reinforcing properties, maternal approach and touch (within our experimental paradigm)
became motivating environmental stimuli that predicted reward in the form of vocal
reinforcement. While it is clear that tactile stimulation was not sufficient to induce
learning of the new vocal patterns in the absence of sufficient variability in the stimulus
because of the absence of learning in infants in the contingent repetition group, it is
nevertheless likely that given the necessary stimulus parameters in the environment (in
this case variability), the motivational value of maternal touch facilitated the learning of
the regularities of caregiver speech. A more detailed analysis of the temporal
relationships between maternal touching and vocalizing would aid the assessment of the
plausibility of this hypothesis.
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Smiling: Smiling is a universal indicator of joy and is clearly a positively
valenced affective signal in humans. By the time infants are 3 months old, they are able
make distinctions between different facial expressions (Young-Browne et al., 1977; Field
et al., 1982) and can discriminate smiling from other facial expression (La Barbera et al.,
1976). They also show a preference for more intense smiles and it has been hypothesized
that adult smiling may recruit infant attention (Kuchuk, 1986). 10 month olds are more
likely to produce Duchenne (indicating reward) smiles (Duchenne, 1990 (1862)) when
approached by their smiling mothers, highlighting the positive affect or motivational
valence of the smile stimulus (Messinger, Fogel, & Dickson, 2001). In adults, smiling
faces are rated as containing more positive affect than neutral faces (Messinger et al.,
2001) and cause activation of the amygdala (Yang et al., 2002; Fitzgerald et al., 2006)
perhaps the functional seat of motivation in the mammalian brain and involved in the
perception of a variety of emotions, saliency, and biologically relevant information
(Adolphs, 2008). Thus mothers’ smiling as they touch and vocalized at this infant served
as another source of social motivation within this study.
In sum, I would argue that the phonological learning displayed by the infants in this study
occurred within a social reinforcement paradigm wherein multiple features of the social
interaction between mothers and infants facilitated the learning and production of new
distributional information. It has been suggested that human learning and memory is sensitive to
the recency and the frequency of stimuli (Ellis, 2006) and cognitive processing is sensitive to
both these independent variables additively: processing accuracy is described by a joint power
law function of recency and accuracy (Schooler and Anderson 1997). The contingency of
response in the experiments described in Chapter 3 coded for the recency of the stimulus,
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possibly aiding language learning through the detection of co-incidences between input
(maternal speech) and output (infant speech). The statistical variability of the input made the
underlying phonological pattern most prominent and frequent, aiding the extraction and
generalization of new vocal forms. And finally, social motivation salience-tagged the
information embedded within the interaction, catalyzing learning.

Chapter 4: The role of locomotion in the social facilitation of vocal development
In the experiments outlined in chapter 4, we explored changes to infant vocal learning
that are facilitated by changes in maternal motivation, as well infant (locomotor) ability. We
found that infants’ ability to locomote independently causes significant changes to maternal
behavior, which in turn facilitate vocal learning.
The onset of independent locomotion is a seminal change in the infant developmental
program and impacts multiple domains of early learning including perception, cognition and
affect. It has been suggested that onset of self-produced locomotion is associated with increases
in spatial cognition (Bertenthal et al., 1984, and Kermoian & Campos, 1988). Early evidence
indicated that the development of depth perception, as evidenced by response to the “visual cliff”
is related to crawling onset (Gibson and Walk, 1960) and the emergence of the emotion of fear
with regard to the visual cliff is also related to locomotion (Bertenthal and Campos, 1990).
Infants show greater sociability and affective displays after the onset of crawling (Campos et al.,
1992) and there appears to be a reorganization of affective interactions between mother and
infants upon the advent of independent walking (Biringen et al., 1995). The results of our
experiment situate vocal learning within the domain of developmental processes that are affected
by locomotion. In addition to increases in infant ability to interact with the environment, we
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propose that the relationship between locomotion and vocal development is mediated by changes
in maternal motivations and behavior.
In rhesus macaques, primiparous or experienced mothers encourage infants’ independent
locomotion in a manner that is sensitive to infant competence (Maestripieri, 1995) There is also
some evidence that mothers distance themselves form infants and create opportunities for using
the “pucker face” retrieval signal and its response in infants – which is to get proximal
(Maestripieri, 1996). Simultaneously, there is also evidence that separation from infants in
conjunction with removal to a novel environment recruits the HPA axis with significant cortisol
release in mothers (Champoux & Suomi, 1993). While the exact nature of the effect of infant
separation form the mother as a result of locomotion remains unclear, these experiments do
indicate that primate mothers are cognizant of their infants’ locomotor abilities and that the
departure of/from the infant modulates their affective state. It seems likely that changes in
motivational state in response to infant locomotion would bring about infant-directed behaviors
from mothers.
In our experiment with humans, mothers increased the number of initiations they make
towards the infants that involve both verbal and physical components when their infants were
mobile and able to get distal from them. Many of these involved pointing at a toy or a picture
within the playroom or handing it to the infant while naming it. A recent study in adults
documented greatest amygdalar recruitment to novel (as opposed to familiar) stimuli and
participants reported greatest arousal in response to the novel stimuli (Weierich et al., 2010).
Amygdala activation is also associated with salience (Whalen et al., 2004) and memory
enhancement (Kensinger & Schachter, 2006). Thus it is possible that mothers’ initiations
highlighting novel stimuli in the lab channeled the attention and motivation of their infants via
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similar mechanisms of amygdala recruitment.
Mothers also increased the number of looks to infant in response to infant vocalizations.
The role of eye gaze in vigilance-related arousal is well known and is used as an index for
anxiety (Bradley at al., 2000; Mogg & Bradley, 2002). Thus increased looks directed at the
infant when s/he was mobile, seem to provide credence to the idea that mothers of locomoting
infants are more vigilant. Vigilance and attention remain intrinsically linked (Lim and Dinges,
2008) and increased attending to the infants causes increased maternal behavior directed at the
infant, thus facilitating vocal development.
BOX 6.1 What’s in it for the mum: Neural correlates of the motivational value of
maternal behavior
Mothers provide infants with a highly responsive social environment that
fosters learning. What motivates mothers to interact with their infants? The
dopaminergic reward system of the brain seems to mediate maternal reward
through its interactions with the prosocial neuropeptide, Oxytocin as well as
opioid action within social/motivational circuits. Oxytocin causes an increase in
prosocial approach behavior by dampening defenses (social avoidance) and
activating reward in a manner that facilitates social attachment and affiliation
(Young et al., 2001). One of the ways in which oxytocin exerts its effects on
maternal behavior is through its action on the Ventral Tegmental Area (Pederson
et al., 1994), a crucial part of the dopaminergic reward system (Alcaro, 2007) and
also part of the social circuit). Injection of oxytocin antagonists into the VTA
impair maternal behavior (Pederson et al., 1994). Direct infusion of oxytocin into
the VTA increased the dopamine signal in the Nucleus Accumbens (Shahrokh et
al., 2010) And there is increased dopamine release in the Nucleus Accumbens
during mother-infant interaction (Hansen et al., 1993) – leading to the proposal
that oxytocin mediates maternal reward from maternal behavior – which in turn is
therefore re-inforced (Pederson, 1997).
Rat dams that show increased (licking/grooming) maternal behavior also
have increased Oxytocin receptors in multiple nuclei of the social circuit* and
administration of a oxytocin receptor agonist produces increased maternal
behavior in rat dams that normally show significantly lesser licking/grooming of
rat pups (Champagne et al., 2001)
In addition to vocalizing at infants, social interaction surrounding vocal learning
includes looking, smiling, touching and listening to infants.
Looking and smiling: The rewarding affects of neoteny have long been
appreciated and have more recently been demonstrated through direct activation of
the nucleus accumbens, (within the mesocorticolimbic reward path) in response to
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pictures of baby faces (Glocker et al., 2009) in nulliparous women. Another recent
study found that the entire mesocorticolimbic dopamine reward pathway
(midbrain VTA/SNc, striatum, and large parts of the frontal lobes including the
prefrontal cortex, as well as the primary motor area) is activated in mothers in
response to their own infant’s face. Additionally, this reaction is heightened is the
infant is smiling (Strathearn et al., 2008). The process of smiling is also believed
to facilitates positive affect in the smiler (Soussignan, 2002) – so it is likely
smiling at their infants modulates maternal affect and that this creates a motivated
social environment for infant learners (as in Chapter 3). Amphetamines are among
the most potent enhancers of vigilant attention (Magill et al, 2003; Cochran et al.,
1992) and are believed to assert their arousing effects mainly through increases in
dopaminergic transmission (Koob & Nestler, 1997; Leshner & Koob, 1999). It is
possible that infant-stimuli-driven dopaminergic activation of vigilant attention
mediated the changes in maternal behavior that we observed in Chapter 4.
Touching: The somatosensory stimulation of touch causes plasma oxytocin
levels in rats to increase by 181% (Stock and Uvnas-Moberg, 1988). In humans,
touching or contact with newborns causes Oxytocin release in mothers
(Matthiesen et al., 2001) and plasma Oxytocin levels are correlated with touch,
gaze, positive affect, and ID speech in the first month post partum (Feldman et al.,
2007)
Listening: In rat pups, ultrasonic vocalizations from pups are very effective
auditory retrieval cues in rats and mice (Smotherman et al., 1974) Similarly in
humans, listening to (laughing and crying) infant vocalizations causes activation
of brain regions associated with motivational processes such as the amygdala and
the anterior cingulate cortex (Sander et al., 2007).
Chapter 5: Socially motivated vocal learning in Zebra Finches
Chapter 5 tested a direct prediction of the theoretical framework described in Chapter 2.
On the basis of neuroanatomical and behavioral data from avians and humans, we hypothesized
that vocal learning is modulated via affective feedback. Specifically, we argued that motivation
derived from early interactions with social conspecifics drives vocal development.
Songbirds are defined by their ability to learn their song from the environment and
constitute the great majority of species in the order Passeriformes. Birdsong is an elaborate
vocalization that is distinct from other call vocalizations that are used by avian species in a
variety of contexts such as parent offspring interactions, signaling alarm and maintaining flockcohesion (Kroodsma et al., 1982). The most important uses of song appear to be courtship and
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territory defense (Kroodsma and Byers, 1991), both of which are integral functions in the
maintenance and continuity of the social structure of these species.
In many temperate songbird species, songs are limited to the male sex and females only
produce call vocalizations. Zebra finches, Taeniopygia guttata, belong to the estrilidid group of
finches and have been used extensively to study song learning. Zebra are highly gregarious and
live in large social colonies but still most commonly learn the song of their father. This interplay
between sociality and motivation (to learn from a specific tutor) make them an excellent system
to study the role of social motivation in vocal learning.
We found that there is a temporal correlation between feeding-related behavior in both
juveniles and fathers and adult male song from the father. Specifically, a larger proportion of
fathers’ responses to early begging were comprised of feeding with a small percentage of the
response being song. As the juveniles matured and enter the sub-song phase of vocal
development, an increasingly larger proportion of paternal response became adult male song.
Additionally, this behavior had predictive value for song outcome. Fathers who had greater
increases in their proportion of song responses to begging over the day 25-30 period of song
development, raised juveniles whose own adult song was more like their fathers’ song. We argue
that this linking-at-source for food and song endows the father’s song with motivational
significance for the juvenile learner.
The motivational value of conspecific vocalization, specifically song, has long been
appreciated. Both male and female chaffinches respond to the reinforcing effect of song, by
choosing to perch on a particular perch and remaining on it in order to keep song playing
(Stevenson-Hinde and Roper, 1975; Kling and Stevenson-Hinde, 1977; Reibel & Slater, 1998).
Early studies also indicated that conditions that favor song development are also the ones that
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promote maximum reinforcing effects of hearing that song in chaffiches (Stevenson-Hinde,
1972). Kling and Stevenson-Hinde, (1977) injected females who had been exposed to wild-type
song in their first summer, with testosterone. They then tested these females’ motivation to learn
song by providing them with the ability to trigger normal song playback by a perching on a
particular perch. These females learnt and produced song or at least subsong, indicating that
birds will work to obtain song as a reinforcer.
Similarly, both male and female zebra finches show a preference for tutor (father) song in
an operant conditioning task with song as reward (Riebel, Smallegange, Terpstra and Bolhuis,
2002). It is also known that behavior-contingent exposure to song acts as a reinforcer to young
male finches with males preferring to sit on a perch that gives them exposure to song. Yoked
controls that hear the same amount of song but not contingent on their own behavior, do not
show this preference (ten Cate, 1991)
In human vocal learners, contingent vocal responsiveness leads to the learning of the
specific acoustic parameters that are being reinforced (Goldstein and Schwade, 2008). In zebra
finches, it is unclear if the father reinforces specific aspects of juvenile sub-song or masks their
singing in counter singing bouts. Some recent data do indicate that counter-singing bouts in
which the fathers’ song follows the juveniles correlate positively with both sequential match and
overall similarity score between juvenile and father songs. In an added dimension of social
reinforcement, visual reinforcement from the mother in terms of fluff-ups and wing-strokes in
response to juvenile song also hold predictive value for song outcome measures at crystallization
(Otilia Menyhart, unpublished data). Thus it appears that song learning in zebra finches draws
from distributed sources of social motivation. It is likely that initial rewarding interactions with
the father reinforce the learning of a specific song and continued social feedback form both
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parents guides the progression to crystalliation.

Overall discussion and concluding thoughts
Language, as defined here, is characterized by vocal learning. Vocal learning has been
defined as “the ability to modify acoustic and/or syntactic structure of sounds produced,
including imitation and improvisation”. Vocal learning has been unequivocally attributed to 7
species in all, of which 3 are birds - songbirds, hummingbirds and parrots, and 4 are mammals cetaceans, elephants, bats and humans (Jarvis, 2007). It is interesting to note that while the
relative size of the isocortex in these organisms varies, all of them have a well-developed
motivation/affect system. Janik and Slater (2000) differentiated vocal learning into production
learning – ability to alter physical structure of sounds as a result of social interactions and
contextual learning – the ability to use or comprehend a signal in a novel context. In organisms
that display the relatively rare faculty of production language, social context seems to be
necessary for this process. In organisms that don’t specifically need to learn their species-typical
vocalization (Owren et al., 1992; Seyfarth & Cheney, 1986; Winter et al., 1973), social context
still modifies and modulates the nature and the content of such vocalizations (Roush &
Snowdon, 1994, 1999; Seyfarth & Cheney, 1997).
The Evolution of Language within a Social Framework
The central argument here is that both the ontogeny and the phylogeny of language are
constructed within the social realm because “motivation” is an essential part of linguistic
behavior and the motivation to communicate only exists in a social context. One reason that has
been offered for the motivated nature of social communication is the “parity” of language – that
which is of significance for the speaker or the sender, is likely to also be of significance for the
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hearer or receiver and this mutual significance is the incentive that drives social communication.
Vocal learning is significant because the overwhelming majority of species do not exhibit
this capacity. Human vocal learning is significant because the complexity of its final product,
language, is without precedent. This has lead many a scientist down the search for a
neuroanatomical specialization for language in humans. Both Broca’s area and the angular gyrus
in the tempero-parietal-occipital junction have been upheld as trophy specializations, unique to
humans at some point in the progression of the field (Deacon, 2007) and have subsequently been
found to be present in the brains of other primates who don’t have language (Deacon, 1992b;
Ettlinger and Wilson, 1990). Similarly, voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping has indicated that
neither Broca’s nor Wernicke’s areas are crucial to production or perception respectively, once
the anterior insula or the middle temporal gyrus have been accounted for (Bates et al., 2003).
Indeed, the left hemisphere appears to be involved in auditory processing in general. While brain
activation in response to language does seem to be left lateralized, so called perisylvian
“language areas” respond equally to linguistic and non-linguistic stimuli (Dick, et al., 2007) and
lesions of Wernicke’s area are more detrimental for nonverbal than verbal auditory processing
(Saygin et al., 2003). Arguments for the linkage between the evolution of language and the
disproportionate expansion of the human neocortex (Jerison, 1986; Deacon, 2003) can be
reparteed by arguments against unexpected size changes in brain evolution (Semediferi et al.,
2002; Finlay et al., 2005), the lack of any additional enlargement of language areas (parietal and
temporal association cortex) in particular (Passingham, 1979), and increases in the sizes of the
striatum, hippocampus, septum and amygdala (Stephan and Andy 1970, 1977) over evolutionary
time. Similarly, evidence for the cortical basis of language (Aboitiz and Garcia, 1997) can be met
by evidence for a) linguistic deficits caused by damage to regions that lie outside the cortex
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(Geschwind, Quadfasel, and Segarra, 1968; Field et al., 2000), b) preservation of language in the
face of cortical damage (Bellugi, 2000; Bates et al., 2004), and c) behavioural data that correlate
language learning with motivation (Locke, 1993; Kuhl, 2007) These findings detract
significantly from the idea of a cortically situated, self-sufficient language module (Chomsky,
1981). The cortex, seems to function best as a general-purpose learning device that probably
plays a significant role in the complexity and memory component of modern human language
but was not the solitary a priori driving force underlying the evolution of language. As illustrated
in Chapter 2, the neocortical extent of the avian telencephalon is delimited by a relatively small
region - the Wulst (Medina and Reiner, 2000). Since there is no indication that birds once had a
neocortex that they used for the purposes of birdsong evolution and then discarded, it follows
that a vocal communication system at least as complex as birdsong can develop in the absence of
neocortical specializations targeted at language. To the extent that large parts of the avian
cerebral hemispheres are derived from lateral and ventral pallia which give rise to limbic
structures in the mammalian forebrain, which in turn are involved in affective and motivational
processes, as well as form parts of the “social circuit” in the brain, we are again pointed in the
direction of language being embedded within a social system of motivation. It isn’t as much that
we have special regions of the cortex devoted to language as it is that linguistic stimuli are
“made special” to the brain via their links with social affect during development.
Kuhl et al. (2003, 2007) suggested two possible reasons as to why social interactions
influence early speech learning in human ontogeny:
a) Social interaction motivates infants to learn through its properties of attention and
arousal: Infants pay significantly higher attention to and are aroused more by a live person than
an inanimate source and
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b) The structured nature of social interactions provide infants with accessible information
such as the relations between auditory labels, objects and speakers’ intentions: “Attunement” to
the communicative intentions of other humans in socially interactive situations that often include
gaze following, joint focus of attention, shared referents, facilitate learning.
It is to be noted however, that these are not mutually exclusive mechanisms. Indeed, it
seems reasonable to argue that the already structured information that is gathered from a socially
guided process of learning is made more salient by the higher level of attention and arousal that
is induced by the contingent and interactive nature of social interactions and this facilitates the
learning of the said information, thus driving vocal learning.
Sources of structure
The ACCESS principles of infant vocal learning, as laid out by Goldstein et al. (2010a),
predict that “infants should learn phonology, vocabulary, and syntax most effectively when the
relevant structures are highlighted in their caregivers’ speech by appearing contingently on the
infants’ behavior”. An excellent example of the environment providing infants with structure that
they can perceive and learn from can be found in infant-directed (ID) speech. Caregivers’ speech
to infants is often characterized by shorter utterances, longer pauses, higher pitch and wider pitch
excursions (Fernald and Simon 1984, Fernald et al., 1989). The intonation of ID speech has been
shown to effectively engage infant interest and is believed to be finely tuned to infant attention
and arousal level (Fernald 1985). These data have led to the idea that ID speech is used by
caregivers to facilitate infant arousal and motivation, which in turn facilitates infant learning of
language. Specific features of ID speech make it particularly suited to the infant learner. ID
speech makes the phonetic contrasts between both vowels and consonants more salient by
exaggerating them and it has been suggested that this in turn makes words of the ambient
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language easier to discriminate (Kuhl et al. 1997; Liu et al., 2007). Correspondingly, infants
across cultures prefer to listen to ID speech (Cooper and Aslin, 1990; Hayashi, Tamekawa, &
Kiritani, 2001), ID speech is correlated with enhanced activation in the temporal lobe of human
infants (Bortfeld et al. 2007) and early maternal use of stretched acoustic cues in ID speech is
predictive of later infant ability to hear speech distinctions (Liu et al., 2003)
Contingency:
My dissertation has emphasized the role of social contingency in vocal development in
both humans and birds. Numerous studies with humans have highlighted the role of contingency
in specific forms of reward-based learning. In adults, dorsal striatal (reward) activity is not
reported in experiments where participants to not believe there is a connection between their
actions and outcome (Breiter et al., 2001) and in infants, vocal learning is shaped by social
contingency (Goldstein et al., 2003, 2008a, 2009a; Kuhl et al., 2003). Contingency seems to play
a similar role in vocal learning in zebra finches. Adret (1993) used an operant conditioning
paradigm wherein young male zebra finches were trained to press a button in order to hear
playback of adult song. Yoked controls were also allowed to hear the same song, but were only
passive participants and had no control over song presentation. It was found that the birds who
could interactively control song presentation learnt the song while the yoked controls didn’t.
Narayan et al (2008) used a remote controlled car to simulate contingent and non-contingent
(yoked control) responsiveness from a caregiver in humans. In the experimental condition, the
car responded to infant vocalizations by approaching them every time they vocalized. The yoked
controls received similar amount of stimulation from the car, but responding was not contingent
on their vocalizations. The vocal quality of experimental, but not control, infants increased over
the experimental period, similar to when infants interact with a contingent caregiver (Goldstein
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et al. 2003). These data would indicate that it is interactive responsiveness that is contingent on
the learner’s behavior that drives learning and there is nothing “special about social”.
However, in a similar experimental paradigm (as Adret, 1993), ten Cate (1991) found that
experimental and control males do not differ in terms of how well they learn the song (ten Cate,
1991). Similarly, studies of filial imprinting have demonstrated that chicks, Gallus gallus
domesticus, will press a lever to get exposure to a conspicuous object (Bateson and Reese, 1969)
but do not become more strongly imprinted one the said object than controls (ten Cate, 1986).
These data seem to indicate while responses contingent on behavior are reinforcing in and of
themselves, the presence of a social conspecific recruits additional resources that facilitate
learning. Like infant birds, infant humans learn from first exposure to phonetic contrasts in a
foreign language provided the phonetic contrasts are provided to them via a socially interactive
session with a conspecific. The extent of learning is determined by the amount of social
interaction during the exposure period - overall attention and shared visual attention between the
infant and the interactive social agent correlate with the degree to which individual infants learn
foreign language contrasts (Kuhl et al. 2003, Conboy et al. 2008).
An idea that is central to this thesis is that the vocal learning that characterizes a species
occurs in the context of their specific developmental niche. Learning in an ecological context
arises from the interplay of environmental affordances and the learner’s capacity to perceive
such affordances (Gibson and Pick, 2000). Socially motivated influences on vocal learning
illustrate the manner in which the developmental niche is structured. Within the developmental
niche of an altricial species, the presence of adult caregivers and possibly other social
conspecifics is an evolutionary expectation. The most likely source of contingent responsiveness
for an infant learner over evolutionary time, was a social conspecific/caregiver. So the fact that
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contingency is a mechanism of vocal learning does not detract from the role of social
counterparts. Instead, it simply provides insight into the constitution of a social agent. Most, if
not all social behaviors are typified by activation of motivation-related regions in the brain. The
most parsimonious route to language then, becomes one that uses socially situated motivation to
gate (aid and facilitate) language learning. Further, the developmental learning of species-typical
vocal behavior is not indicative of an innate preference, but is instead indicative of structure (the
presence of language–experienced conspecifics who will be motivated to interact with the
young) that can be expected from the environment (Greenough and Black, 1992).
According to Dunbar’s “gossip and grooming” hypothesis for the evolution of language
(1996), language evolved in response to expansions in human groups that made physical
grooming (as is commonly seen in most primate species) of all community members impossible.
According to Falk’s (2004) “motherese” theory of the evolution of language, language evolved
from mothers’ cooing vocalizations in response to infant distress at physical separation. The 18th
century French naturalist Georges-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon, suggested that origin of
human language lay in the origin of the human family. Others (Deacon, 1997) expanded on this
idea, bringing in the role of pair-bonding, which in turn permits infant learners to undergo the
extended neotenous phase that characterizes altricial species (Gould, 1977). In essence, all of
these theories embrace socialization and/or sociality-situated motivation as the critical driving
force behind the evolution of language. As is illustrated through the role of a single receptor,
Vasopressin, in mediating species-wide changes in social structure and affiliative behaviour
(Young and Wang, 2004; Chapter 2), evolutionary mechanisms can act on specific aspects of an
organism’s niche to trigger a cascade of changes. It is within this context that this thesis proposes
the evolution of a gated link between socio-motivational systems of the human forebrain and all159

purpose learning devices of cortical provenance (Chapter 2). And it is also within this context
that this thesis argues for the fundamental role of social motivation in the ontogeny of vocal
learning. Human vocal learning is a salience-tagged by the rewards of sociality. Throughout the
phase of vocal learning, human infants attend preferentially to face stimuli over other classes of
stimuli (Goren, 1975; Johnson 1991). They prefer human voices over other sounds (Eisenberg,
1976; Colombo and Bundy, 1981) and their mother’s voices to other women’s voices (DeCasper
and Fifer, 1980). Touch is rewarding to both infants and mother (Field et al., 2004; Matthiesen et
al., 2001). The infant activates the maternal brain almost exactly like cocaine (Strathearn et al.,
2008). Early “proto-conversations” remain immersed in the motivational potency of these links.
Within the domain of vocal interaction, every infant utterance and ever parent response is a
consummately social act. And it is from within the motivation and structure embedded within
this sociality that the remarkable feat of language emerges. Looks like social is special after all.
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